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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
One of the primary objectives of the engineer is to obtain the best 
possible results from the hardware and equipment available to him. If the 
desired results can be translated into a well-defined cost functional, that 
is, a mathematical quantity that is to be minimized, and if the hardware 
to be used can be modeled as a dynamical system governed by a set of con­
trol functions, this general objective can be achieved by solving an 
optimal control problem. The stringent requirements placed on aerospace 
systems has greatly increased the complexity of the mathematical model by 
the addition of such things as inequality constraints on the control 
functions or even inequality constraints on state variables of the system. 
However, it is largely this design environment which has caused much re­
search to be done and subsequently much knowledge to be gained in the 
area of optimal control. 
1-3 
Much has been written on the theoretical aspects of optimal control. 
The necessary ar.d sufficiency conditions for solutions to optimal control 
problems are now fairly well understood and readily available. In general, 
however, analytical solutions to most optimal control problems are very 
hard to find, and the enormous amount of theory which has been derived over 
the past years gives little satisfaction to the practicing engineer who 
diligently has modeled the physical situation into a mathematical model 
and now has less understanding of the mathematical model than the original 
physical situation. The answer to this predicament has been the use of 
numerical techniques to solve the above mentioned optimal control problem, 
and for that reason these numerical techniques deserve further study. The 
2 
advent of the high speed computer has brought numerical techniques into 
prominence the past few years. The advances in both computer technology 
and numerical algorithms will surely safeguard this place of prominence 
for the years to come. 
Numerical techniques for solving optimal control problems have class­
ically been broken down into two groups, the indirect techniques and the 
direct techniques. Indirect techniques are characterized by attempting 
to solve the two point boundary value problem arising from the application 
of the necessary conditions to the optimal control problem. No further 
mention will be made of indirect techniques except to note that this area 
is generally divided into two topics, variation of extremals and quasi-
linearization, and to indicate that a large amount of literature has been 
4 
published on these two topics. The subject of this investigation, the 
direct techniques» is normally considered to be more successful than the 
indirect techniques for solving optimal control problems. The direct 
techniques are generally characterized by an altering of the control time 
history such that at each iteration the cost functional is decreased. 
The development of the direct optimization techniques has proceeded 
along two relatively distinct paths. One path was pioneered by Kelley,^ 
while Bryson and Denham^ were opening the frontier in a different direction. 
ICelley advanced the concept of using a penalty function to satisfy ter­
minal state constraints. This method necessitates the addition of a term 
to the cost functional which measures the dissatisfaction of the terminal 
state constraints. This technique then, transforms the constrained op­
timization problem into an unconstrained optimization problem. Perhaps 
3 
the main drawback to this very straightforward approach is that the gen­
erally large penalty constant needed to provide the necessary constraint 
satisfaction also makes the dynamics very sensitive to changes in the 
control. To overcome this difficulty Fiacco and McCormick^ proposed 
solving a sequence of unconstrained problems for which the penalty con­
stant is successively increased. Although their work dealt with con­
straints in conjunction with parameter optimization problems, it is easily 
extended to the case of terminal state constraints on optimal control 
problems. This suggestion has stimulated many ideas for picking the 
initial penalty constant and for updating the value of the penalty constant 
from one unconstrained subproblem to the next. One additional help in 
overcoming this sensitivity has been the use of gradient algorithms more 
Q 
sophisticated than steepest descent such as conjugate gradients and the 
9 
Davidon technique. 
The ideas originally proposed by Bryson and Denham for handling term­
inal state constraints in optimal control problems have become known as 
projection operator techniques. Though not nearly as straightforward an 
approach as the penalty function technique, its sophistication allows it 
to be much more versatile than the use of penalty functions. Later, 
Denham and Bryson^^ extended their original work to handle inequality 
constraints on state or control variables. Sinnott and Luenberger^^ were 
the first to use conjugate gradients in conjunction with the projection 
operator to handle terminal state constraints. Although the analytical 
development they used was somewhat different than that used by Bryson and 
Denham,^ the equivalence of the resulting projection operators has been 
4 
12 
shown by Willoughby and Pierson. Shortly following the efforts of 
11 13 Sinnott and Luenberger, Mehra and Bryson used a projection technique 
in conjunction with the conjugate gradients method for V/STOL flight path 
optimization. Horwitz and Sarachik,^^ using a more rigorous development 
of the projection operator, proved the convergence of Davidon's method 
for the linear-quadratic problem with linear terminal state constraints. 
Projection operator techniques now enjoy widespread popularity in 
many engineering fields. Historically, a projection operator was first 
developed for a finite-dimensional Euclidean space and used in connection 
with nonlinear programming problems. ^ More recently, Junkins has 
shown the equivalence of gradient projection optimization techniques and 
minimum norm optimization techniques for both parameter optimization 
problems and optimal control problems with terminal state constraints. 
Rozendaal and Gera^^ have both applied gradient projection technology to 
20 ^ 
optimal branched trajectory problems. McCart, Haug, and Streeter have 
used projection techniques in the field of structural optimization pro­
blems with inequality constraints on a function of the control. 
One purpose of this investigation is to extend the use of gradient 
projection techniques to still a new class of optimal control problems, 
the class with unspecified values for some of state variables at the in­
itial time. Soth branched trajectory problems and problems involving in­
equality constraints on the control are solved using a new technique for 
applying projection operators utilizing a one-dimensional minimization 
along the constraint surface. This new technique, an automated gradient 
projection algorithm pas been proposed and documented by Rajtora and 
5 
Pierson.^ Finally, additional insight is given in the development and 
application of the projection operators for the above-mentioned optimal 
control problems. 
The use of the projection operator to handle terminal constraints is 
dealt with in Chapter 2, and some philosophies for applying the projection 
operator to a specific problem are reviewed. In Chapter 3 the projection 
operator is developed for the case of unknown initial state values and 
applied to two rather straightforward example problems. Branched tra­
jectories and problems involving inequality constraints are discussed in 
Chapters 4 and 5, respectively, and appropriate numerical examples are 
given. Finally, Chapter 6 contains a summary of this investigation, 
appropriate conclusions based on numerical experience, and suggestions 
for further study. 
6 
CHAPTER 2. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS WITH TERMINAL 
STATE CONSTRAINTS 
Problem Development 
The terminal state constraint, which specifies values of the terminal 
states or functional relationships between the terminal states, was the 
first type of constraint to be treated using the projection technique. It 
is perhaps the commonest of all constraints placed on optimal control pro­
blems. Indeed, it is hard to imagine a trajectory optimization problem for 
which at least one of the state variables is not specified at the final 
time. 
Consider the problem of determining the r-vector control function 
u(t), t^= t 2t£, which minimizes the cost functional 
J = 0[x(t^)] + Jj. L(x, u, t) dt, (2.1) 
subject to the n -order linear dynamical system 
X = G(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t), x(t^) = XQ, (2.2) 
with and t^ given, and subject to the p (p ? n) terminal state 
constraints 
Ax(t^) = C, (2.3) 
where G(t) and B(t) are n x n and n x r time-varying matrices, respectivd.y, 
A is a constant p x n matrix of rank p, and C is a p-vector of constants. 
As was mentioned in the Introduction, the projection operator for the 
above problem has been developed essentially along three different paths. 
7 
Because of the generality of their work, the development here of the pro-
14 jection operator will follow that of Horwitz and Sarachik. This will 
provide a foundation for the other classes of problems to be treated in the 
following three chapters. 
Let u^(t) and U2(t) be controls which produce trajectories x^(t) 
and X2(t), respectively. Furthermore, let the variations of the control 
and state vectors be defined by 
ôu(t) = u^Ct) - u^(t) 
and 
6x(t) = X (t) - x^(t). 
If both controls u^(t) and UgCt) satisfy Eq. (2.3), then 
A5x(tg) = A[x^(tg) - x^(t^)] = 0. (2.4) 
Since the system dynamics (2.2) are linear, the variations 6u and 6x 
are related by the equation 
6x(t) = G(t)ôx(t) + B(t)6u(t), "^x(t^) = 0, (2.5) 
for which 
5x(t) = §(t, T)B(T)5U(T) dT, (2.6) 
^o 
where $(t, T) is the state transition matrix of the linear dynamical 
system (2.2) or (2.5). For convenience, let the p x r time-varying matrix 
(T) be defined by 
8 
§(T) = AS(tf, T)B(T). (2.7) 
so that Eq. (2.4) becomes 
§ (T)6U(T) dT = 0. (2.8) 
o 
Let U be a set of r-vector control functions u(t), t^ = t ë t^. De­
fine U as that subset of U such that all elements in U satisfy Eq. (2.8). 
U is called the set of admissible control variations for this optimal 
control problem. If the rows of Ç(t), which are denoted by the row 
vectors •••» §p, are linearly independent, they span a p-dimen­
sional subspace, call it U*, of U. Thus, from Eq. (2.8), the set of ad­
missible control variations U, can be defined by the relation 
U = iôue U: Jt §.8udt = 0,i = l,2, ..., p] (2.9) 
o 1 
or 
U = iôue u : Su) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . , p] 
where <v,w) is defined as jv'w dt with integration limits t to t^ and is 
the inner product on U, and the symbol ' means transpose. U, being the 
2? 
orthogonal complement " of is also a subspace of U. In addition, 
if U is a Hilbert space, U is the direct sum of U and U", U=U0 U* ; that is 
"•''A control variation 6u, being the difference of two elements in U, 
is also a member of U. 
9 
for every 6u*e u* such that 
5u = 6u + ÔU*. (2.10) 
Define the projection operator P as P[6u] = 6u, where according to the 
previous notation 5u belongs to U. The subspace U* can be defined as 
U* = { 5u e U : 6u = 21 -Ç ' - } 
i=l ^ ^ 
(2 .11)  
= 1ÔU e U : 6u = §'T]} , 
where T| is a constant p-vector with elements T]^, ..., Tj^. 
Making use of the relationships found in Eq. (2.9-2.11), the following 
set of equations is generated. 
<S'l, = (S'l* 5u> 
(§'2, 5'^> = (S'g, 5u> 
<§' , 5'%) = <§' , 6u>. 
P p 
The above set of equations can be written more concisely as 
I(t)§'(t) dtj T] = ê(t)6u(t) dt. 
Solving for T], 
~ ^  ^ 
\^f C(t)§'(t) dt"] V f§(t)5u(t) dt. 
10 
From Eq. (2.11), Su- can be written as 
6u* = f §5' dtj ^ f § 6u dt. 
Since ôu is equal to 6u minus 5u* from Eq. (2.10), 
6u = ÔU - ÇÇ' dt Cf §6u dt. 
The actual projection operator defined by the above relation is 
r-.-t- - -t. 
P[.] = l[.] - dt 
--to 
(2.12) 
§[.] dt. (2.13) 
It should be remembered that the project operator given by Eq. (2.13) was 
derived under the assumptions of linear dynamics and linear terminal state 
constraints of the form Ax(t^)=C. 
Now, consider the problem of determining the r-vector control func­
tion u(t) , t^?t"'tj, which minimizes the cost functional 
J = 0[x(t.) 1 + \ f L(x. u, t) dt. 
subject to the n^^-order nonlinear dynamical system 
(2.14) 
x(t) = f(x, u, t), x(t^) = x^. (2.15) 
with Xg, t^, and tj given, and subject to the p (p=n) terminal state 
constraints 
*[x(t^) ] = 0. ( 2 . 1 6 )  
11 
Linearization of the system dynamics (2.15) about a nominal u(t) 
and x(t) gives 
6x = f^(x, u, t)ôx(t) + f^(x, u, t)6u(t), 6x(t^) = 0, (2.17) 
t 
6x(t) = \ $(t, T)t (T)ÔU(T) dT, (2.1W) 
for which 
to 
where $(t, r) is the state transition matrix of linear system (2.17), 
f^ and f are matrices with elements ôf./ôx., and ôf-/ôu., respectively, 
X u ^ J -L J 
evaluated on the nominal path. In addition, if each element of the vector 
vLxJ is differentiable and if each iteration in the process satisfies 
Eq. (2.16), then near the nominal x(tg), 
iir^rx(t^)*j6^(t^) = i)[x(t^) + 6x(t^)] - = 0» (2.19) 
Combining Eq. (2.18) with Eq. (2.19) yields 
Jto X r u 
For convenience, let the p x r time-varying matrix ÇXj) be defined by 
C(T) = ù^5(t,, T)f (T), (2.21) 
X t u 
so that Eq. (2.20) becomes 
( '^f \ C (T)Ôu(T)dT = 0. (2.2k) 
^o 
Eq. (2.22) is now analogous to Eq. (2.8). Therefore, the projec­
tion operator (2.13) developed earlier can be used to determine admissible 
12 
control variations for the present optimal control problem involving 
nonlinear dynamics and nonlinear terminal state constraints with the 
results being valid wherever the linearization of nonlinear dynamics and 
nonlinear terminal state constraints is valid. As a consequence of this 
6u = 6u -^ 
•1 t 
f CG' dt 
t __ 
O ~ "o 
• f Qàu dt. 
The projection operator defined by the above relation is the same as 
Eq. (.2.13), 
p[.] = i[.] - cc dtj j ;[.] dt. (2.23) 
However, the application of it is much more difficult due to the lin­
earity requirements just mentioned. Methods for applying this projection 
operator are discussed in detail in a later section of this chapter. 
Now if the dynamical system (2.15) is adjoined to the cost functional 
with the n-vector multiplier function X(t), the variation in J due to a 
23 
variation in the control vector for fixed t„- t^, and x is 
o f o 
6J = [(0 - X')6_] + r f [(H + \')6x + H ôu] dt, (2.24) 
X • ^ t=tf - • X u 
o 
where the function H (the Hamiltonian) is defined as 
H j"x(t) , u(t) , X  (t) , t] = L[x(t) , u(t) , t1 + '(t) f r x(t) , u(t) , tl 
Choosing 
À'(C) = - = - L - X ' f^ and À. ' (t^) =0^, 
13 
simplifies Eq. (2.24) to 
6j = \ f H ôu dt = (h' , 6u). 
^ u u 
to 
Since H,,' can be written as 4- H,',, where H,"' belongs to u'', and H* 
vl > U. ^ U 
belongs to U, the expression for 6J becomes 
5J = (H*' + h', 6U> = <H ,6u>, 
u u u 
since 6u must belong to U to be an admissible control variation. 
For an extremum, 6 J must be zero for arbitrary 6u(t) ; this 
can happen only if = 0, for t < t^. If 
and p.(t) represent the stepsize and direction of search, respectively, 
then + G^p^, and it becomes quite natural to let p^ = -
to insure that 6j is negative for each iteration. This is, of course, 
the steepest descent technique of picking the direction of search. 
Methods of Application 
Bryson and Denham^ were among the first to apply gradient projection 
technology to optimal control problems. A complete description of their 
use of the projection operator is not feasible here. It is important to 
note, however, that the iteration procedure starts with a nominal control 
which does not satisfy the terminal boundary conditions, at each step 
in the minimization procedure the control variation is constrained, and the 
change in the terminal constraint satisfaction is specified. The control 
variation is constr-'incd by specifying the parameter dP defined by the 
equation 
14 
(dP)2 = \ ^ 6J(t)W(t)6u(t) dt, 
to insure that the control variation 6u{t) is small enough for the lineari­
zation of the dynamical equations to be valid. W(t) is an arbitrary 
positive definite r x r matrix of weighting functions chosen to improve 
convergence of the steepest descent procedure. The change in the terminal 
state constraint satisfaction can not be specified completely independent 
of dp since a requirement on valid linearization of the system dynamics 
is also going to require a small change in the constraint satisfaction. 
It would appear that the terminal state constraints could also be approached 
so slowly that the cost functional could be decreased below the actual 
minimum and later have to be increased in order to satisfy the terminal 
state constraints. The obvious drawbacks of this method are having to 
choose the parameter dP and all the changes of the constraint satisfaction 
as well as specifying W(t) if the 'optimizer' wishes to use anything but 
sirnnlest steepest descent algorithm. Although these drawbacks are not in­
surmountable and a number of problems^ have been solved by this method, it 
could certainly not be classified as a fully automated procedure. 
Sinnott and Luenberger^^ apply the projection operator (2.23) in 
conjunction with a conjugate gradient algorithm. Their method of actually 
implementing the projection operator is, in brief, to: 
(a) choose such that j (t) 4- as a function of 9^, 
is a minimum; 
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(b) let û^_j_j(t) = u^(t) + 111^0^p^(t) ; (2.25) 
(c) let = V [x(Cg)] , where x(t^) corresponds to ; 
(d) let Au(t) = -Q (t) 
^-tf 
.] i, 
'0  
(e) let = ù^^^(t) 4- n^Au(t). (2.26) 
C(t)C (t)dt I -ij. ; and 
t. 
Steps a and b constitute a one-dimensional minimization along the projected 
direction of search p^. For linear dynamics and linear terminal state 
constraints, the stepsizc parameter is set equal to one since all 
controls along u^-l-9^p. satisfy the terminal state constraints. This is, 
of course, not true for the case of nonlinear terminal state constraints or 
a nonlinear dynamical system. If the system dynamics are nonlinear or the 
terminal state constraints are nonlinear, the value of m^ is greater then 
zero due to the minimization process, but typically less than one due to 
linearity restrictions. This is explained in detail later in this chapter. 
Steps a and b shall be referred to as 'proceeding parallel to the con­
straint surface'. Steps c and d determine the control variation Au(t) 
nccessary to change the value of the function ;1( [x(t^) ] by the amount-n^;jf^. 
For this reason, these two steps shall be referred to as 'proceeding 
orthogonally to the constraint surface'. 
Assuming it is desired to change the constraint function value by the 
amount At, the question of finding the correct control variation 6u(t) to 
give this terminal constraint change still remains. Note that for the 
16 
case of linear dynamics and linear terminal state constraints 
Eqs. (2.4), (2.6), (2.7) and Eq. (2.12), 6u*(t) can be written as 
-1 
5 u'C = F ' LX 55' dt A6x(t^) 
Here it is easily seen that 6u" is uniquely determined by the change in the 
function Ax(t^) produced by 6u. Since the change in the value of A.x(t^) 
produced by 6u is exactly equal to the change of Ax(t^) produced by 6u*, 
the 6u in question takes on the form 
- 1  
6u = ÔU* - [i? «• '•] A*. (2.27) 
If it is desired to change the value of Ax(t^) from to zero, then Aij,' is 
set equal to and the relation expressed in step d is obtained as a 
result. Ordinarily, either the system dynamics or the terminal state con­
straints or both are nonlinear so that only a partial correction back to 
the constraints is desirable. In this case, Ai[r is set equal to , 
where n^ is a scalar stepsize parameter greater than zero and less than one. 
The end result is Eq. (2.26). 
Methods for selecting the stepsize parameters m^ and n. for problems 
involving either nonlinear system dynamics or nonlinear terminal state 
constraints have very little theoretical basis. Sinnott and Luenberger^^ 
suggest that if the constraint (2.16) is not satisfied, parameters m and n. 
i 1 
should be chosen so that (a) | | | | decreases at each step, where | | 1 1 is 
some suitable norm, and (b) the performance index J decreases at each step. 
17 
If I I y I I < e for some specified e > 0, the constraint is considered 
satisfied and motion takes place along the constraint surface. Although 
the intent of these steps is clear, the implementation of them is not 
straightforward. 
13 
Mehra and Bryson had success at applying a slightly different con­
jugate gradient algorithm to V/STOL flight path optimization problems. 
They suggest that the parameter m^ in Eq. (2.25) in proceeding 'parallel 
to the constraints', can be determined by insuring that the constraint 
violation at the beginning and end of the step are not significantly 
different, i.e., the linearization has not been violated. Similarly, a 
linearization check is made on the orthogonal correction step (2.26) by 
comparing the actual constraint variation i|i[x + ôx] - i|i[x] to the quan­
tity \((^6x(t^) , where 6x(t^) is the result of integrating the linear sys­
tem (2.17). The parameter n^ is reduced from unity only if there is a 
significant difference between these quantities. This method of stepsize 
selection, while reasonable and well defined, does not provide full util­
ization of each step in the iteration process. 
24 11 
Willoughby has extended the work of Sinnott and Luenberger , in 
which only linear terminal state constraints were considered, to nonlinear 
terminal state constraints. He advises that m^ be reduced from unity only 
if (a) the correction in Eq. (2.26) leads to greater rather than smaller 
constraint violation, or (b) the value of the cost functional after correct­
ing the control in Eq. (2.26) increases. He found that this criterion does 
at least for the test case solved, lead to faster convergence due to the 
larger stepsizes taken. 
18 
More recently, Rajtora and Pierson have proposed a stepsize selec­
tion technique which incorporates a one-dimensional minimization to auto­
matically give the exact stepsize to obtain the greatest decrease of the 
cost functional at each step in the iterative numerical process while sat­
isfying the constraints at all times. Since this technique will be used 
in the next three chapters, it is described in detail here. For notational 
convenience let u, denote a control obtained by repeatedly applying Eq. 
V 
(2.26) to u until the terminal constraints are satisfied. The proposed 
stepsize selection technique is that a one-dimensional minimization of the 
cost functional be performed along the projected direction of search p^. 
That is, the stepsize parameter 9^ is chosen such that j[[u£ + 1 as 
a function of 9. is a minimum. This necessitates the use of a one-dimen-
1 
sional minimization routine requiring only function value information. 
21 
Rajtora and Pierson used this technique only in conjunction with steepest 
descent. However, they noted that it has sound theoretical justification 
since proofs of conjugate direction gradient methods for problems with 
linear dynamics and quadratic performance index require a one-dimensional 
minimization at each step, and more general optimal control problems can 
often be approximated by such a linear-quadratic problem near the minimum. 
The automated gradient projection algorithm can be stated as: 
(a) selection of an estimate u^(t) of the optimal control; 
(b) orthogonal correction of u^(t) back to the constraint by re-
rcpeated use of Eq. (2.26) until }| i) | | <G , for a specified e > 0 ; 
(c) letting (steepest dcscent); 
19 
(d) choosing 6^ such that j{[u^(t) 4- , as a function of 
0^, is a minimum; 
(e) setting u^^^^(t) = Lu^(t) + ' 
and (f) repeating items c through e until convergence is obtained. A 
schematic representation of the projection of a control variation 6u and 
correction of a control back to the constraint is presented in Fig. 1- It 
should be noted that in this case two orthogonal corrections are required 
to return to the constraint surface. Step b of the above procedure requires 
choosing parameters n^ (or possibly a number of them depending on the num­
ber of orthogonal corrections to the constraint which are required) and e. 
13 
The technique used by Mehra and Bryson for choosing n^ which was dis­
cussed earlier in this section has proven most satisfactory. The reduction 
of n^ by a factor of one-half, should the linearity requirements of Mehra 
and Bryson not be satisfied, has also proven most satisfactory. Choosing 
too large a reduction factor unnecessarily increases the required compution-
al effort. However, a relatively wide range of values may be chosen for 
this reduction factor since it is not critical to the overall result of 
step b. In any event, it is seldom used except in correcting the original 
guessed nominal control back to the constraint surface. 
Although a value for the constraint satisfaction parameter e must be 
specified, its choice is also not critical and should not be considered as 
a drawback to the general procedure. It must be small enough to generate 
a smooth curve for j[(u^^9^p^)^] versus 8^ over which the one-dimensional 
minimization can operate and yet must not be so small as to require add­
itional unnecessary corrections back to the constraint surface. Hreliminary 
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. * 
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t=c 
i+1 
i+1 i+1 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the i^^ iteration for the projection 
technique. 
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numerical experience indicates that the value of e can be made an order 
of magnitude larger or smaller without affecting the accuracy of the one-
dimensional minimization or affecting the computational effort required in 
correcting back to the constraint. Ordinarily, a physical understanding of 
the magnitudes of the involved state variables provides insight into spec-
ifing values of e. 
A flowchart for performing one step of the above algorithm is pre­
sented in Fig. 2. The numerical integration required in blocks 1 and 2 is 
carried out using a standard 4^^-order Runge-Kutta fixed stepsize program. 
The integrals in block 3 and 4 are evaluated using Simpson's rule. The 
matrix inversion in block 3 is carried out using a double pivoting "auss 
elimination process. 
A listing of the one-dimensional minimization subroutine represented 
by block 5 in Fig. 2 is given in the Appendix. The subroutine is separated 
into two main parts. The first part of the program bounds the minimum, 
while the second part of the program uses a quadratic interpolating scheme 
to actually find the minimum. Referring to Fig.1 the control u is corrected 
back to the constraint by repeated usage of Eq. (2.26), which, in turn, 
requires execution of blocks 1 through 3 of the flowchart on Fig. 2. 
The example problem to which this technique was applied was the 
g 
rocket launch problem treated by Lasdon, Mitter, and Waren. Excellent 
results were obtained after only five steps and a total execution time on 
21 
an IBM 360/65 computer of 19.2 seconds. Due to the success of this step-
size selection procedure on this example problem, it will be adapted to more 
sophisticated classes of optimal control problems in the following chapters. 
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Calculate 
(2.27). 
Determine direction 
of search 
2.23). 
Given the current 
control iterate, u(t) 
integrate 
Perform a one-dimensional 
minimization, i.e. find 0 such that 
j[[u+ep] } 
a s a function of 9 is 
a minimum 
-H 
Integrate 
Calculate 
Fig. 2. Flowchart for the automated gradient projection algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 3. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS WITH UNSPECIFIED 
INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Problem Development 
The class of optimal control problems with unspecified initial con­
ditions on some of the state variables has just recently enjoyed some 
popularity. The V/STOL flight path optimization study conducted by Mehra 
13 
and Bryson involved an unspecified flight path angle at the initial time. 
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Tripathi and Narendra, in an attempt to duplicate the results of the 
previous authors, found surprisingly different results. Obviously, this is 
one area where much investigation is yet to be done. The field of struc­
tural optimization is one field other than trajectory optimization where 
results from this investigation are of great importance. One example of a 
structural optimization problem is treated later in this chapter, and still 
others involving unknown initial conditions are presented as numerical ex­
amples in Chapter 5. 
Consider the problem of determining the r-vector control function 
u(t), t^ = t " tj, and the k-vector (k<n) set of initial conditions a which 
minimize the cost functional 
J = 0[x(t^)] + L(x, u, t) dt (3.1) 
subject to the n^^-order nonlinear dynamical system 
x(t) = f(x, u, t), xftg) = X Q, 
[x q_. = i = 1, 2, ..., k, unspecified] (3.2) 
[x q^, i = k+ 1, k+ 2, ..., n, given] 
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with t^ and t^ given, and subject to the p (p = n) terminal state constraints 
= 0. (3.3) 
Linearization of the dynamics (3.2) about a nominal u(t) and x(t) 
gives 
ÔX = fyXx, u, t)ôx(t) + fy/x, u, t)ôu(t) (3.4) 
with t^ and t^ given, for which 
I t 
6x(t) = [§^, §2' •••' + \ T)f^(T)6u(T)dT, (3.5) 
^o 
where is the i^^ column of the state transition matrix $(t, t^), and 
all other notation is precisely the same as in Chapter 2. Again, if each 
element of the vector ^[x] is differentiable and if each step in the itera­
tion process satisfies Eq. (3.3), then near a nominal x(t^), 
V^6x = ij;[x + 6x] - Hx] = 0. (3.6) 
Combining Eq. (3.5) with Eq. (3.6) yields 
Vx-L*!, ^2' ^k^t=t£ ^ Jt T)f^(T)5u(T)dT = 0. (3.7) 
For convenience, let the p x r time-varying matrix 3(7) be defined by 
F^T) - y^5(t^, T)f^(T) and the p x k constant matrix Y be defined by 
Y = '2' ' that Eq. (3.7) becomes 
Y 6a + \ 5(T)6U(T) dT = 0. (3.8) 
o 
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It should be noted here to avoid possible confusion that the following 
development of the projection operator should be for a linear dynamical 
system with linear terminal state constraints of the form Ax(tj) = C, where 
A is a p X n constant matrix of rank p and C is a vector of constants, as 
was done in Chapter 2 and then should be extended to the present case of 
nonlinear dynamics and nonlinear terminal state constraints. Instead, the 
projection operator is developed directly from the linearized dynamics (3.4) 
and linearized terminal state constraints (3.6) so that the end result will 
be valid only in the region where the linearization is valid. 
Let 0 be the Cartesian product of Z and U, i.e. Q = S x U, where Z is 
a set of k-vector initial conditions cr, and U is a set of r-vector control 
functions u(t) , t ^ t = t Therefore, Q contains vectors uo of the form 
-
 
1 
6
 1 
II 
"  ^ 1  -
0 ^ 2  
.  
a 
2 
^ k  
a 
k  
\ + i < «  u ^ ( t )  
. ^ k + r ( «  r
t 
1 
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The variation of a vector ^  belonging to G, defined in the natural way as 
5w = ÔUJ 
1 
= 
6ai 
ÔOJ^ 6^2 
ÔUU 
k 
ÔQk 
6u^(t) 
5u2(t) 
6u^(t) 
6a 
6CT(t) 
is also an element of Q. Define CI as that subset of Q such that all control 
variations 6uu belonging to CI Eq. (3.6). 0 is the the set of admissible 
control variations for this optimal control problem. 
Now define the p x (k + r) partitioned time-varying matrix C(t) by 
C(t) = [Y|b(t)]. Also define an inner product on Q by 
k 
.t r r 
k+r 
<v, v) = ^  V^VL + ^  Z •^i(t)w^(t)J dt. (3.9) 
i=l o i=k+l 
If the rows of C(t), which are denoted by the row vectors Q2, . ., > 
are linearly independent, they span a p-dimensional subspace, call it C--, 
of From Eq. (3.8), the set of admissible control variations 0 can be 
defined by the relation 
n  =  e Q :  (  Ç  S OD) = 0 ,  i = l, 2 ,  p}. ( 3 . 1 0 )  
Analogous to the earlier development, if fi is a Hilbert space, then 0 is 
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the direct sum of G and Ci*, i.e. fi = C © Cl*. Any ôoj belonging to Q is 
then the sum of a unique 5'JJ belonging to 0 and a unique belonging 
to 0*. 
Define the projection operator P as PL^wJ = 6uj, where according to 
the previous notation ÛJU belongs to Q and represents the unique projection 
of ouu onto Ci. The subspace 0- can be defined as 
P 
n* = I6w e n:6w = Z: Tl^ 
i=l ^ 
= [6uu e Q: 6x = C ' "Hi , (3.11) 
where T| is the p-vector with constant elements Tj^, 1]^, . ., . 
Using the fact that Q = Q 0 fi" and Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), the 
following set of equations is generated. 
(C 1, = (C'l, > 
( C ' n ,  > =  ( G ' o ,  5 w >  
(C'p, C'TI > = <C' , 5w>. p 
The above set of equations can be written more concisely as 
r -tr n ft^r 
IJY' + d^T) = Y 6a + §6u dt. 
Solving for T], one obtains 
YY' + \ §5' dt 
- £  
Y ÔCT + \ §ÔU dt 
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Since àœ is equal to 6a) minus ôw*, combining the above equation with 
Eq. (3.11) gives 
ÔX = ÔT - ^ dt^ 
- 1  
Y 6CT + ^  ^  |6udt 
^o 
(3.12) 
As a notational convenience, define the product of the two partitioned 
matrices [alb(t)] and [c|d(t)]' as 
[a|b(t)] ® 
d(t) 
;-^f 
= ac + \ b(t)d(t) dt, 
Jto 
(3.13) 
where to be conformable for this multiplication the number of columns of a 
must equal the number of rows of c, and the number of columns of b(t) must 
equal the number of rows of d(t). The matrix product defined by Eq. (3.13) 
is consistent with letting the i^^ element in the row of the product 
equal the inner product (3.9) of the i^^ row of [a|b(t)] and the column 
of [c| d(t) ] ' . 
Using the above nocacion, Eq. (5.12) can be written as 
— 1 
ÔW = - 5'[[Y|S(t)] 0 [Yl§(t)J'} [[Y|§(t)] ® 5w}. 
The projection operator defined by the above relation is 
?[.] = l[.] - l'[[YU(t)] ® [Y|5(t)l'] {[Yl5(t)] ® [.]].(3.14) 
Thus, defining the matrix product (3.13) makes it possible to explicitly 
define an operator which can be applied to a member of the vector space Q. 
Although this is conceptually very pleasing, no real advantage is gained 
29 
since Eq. (3.12) provides all the necessary information needed to obtain 
ÔU), given and is much more straightforward to apply. 
Now if the dynamical system (3.2) is adjoined to the cost functional 
with the multiplier functions ^(t), the variation J due to a variation of 
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the control vector for fixed t^ and t^ is 
6J = [(0^ - X')6x]_^ + [\'6x]. . + \ ^[(H + X')ôx + H^6U] dt, (3.15) 
X  t  — t g  ^  ""O  J t  
where the function H (the Hamiltonian) is defined as 
H[x(t) , u(t) , X(t), t] = L[x(t) , u(t) , t] + X'(t) f[x(t) , u(t) , t]. 
Choosing 
X(t) = -H_ = -L_ - X'f^ and X'(tg) = 0^, 
X X 
and noting that 6x^(t^) = 6x^_ = 0, i > k, Eq. (3.15) becomes 
k 
A ^"i"=i/t=to Jc u 
i=l o 
•t, 
ÔJ = / (X.5x.)^ ^ \ ^ H Su dt. (3.16) 
Defining the gradient g as 
8 = A-l(Co)' 
tk(to) 
H ' I- u 
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Eq. (3.16) can be written as 
6j = <g*, 6u)> + <g, ÔUD> = (g, 6uj> (3.17) 
since àx was originally assumed to be an admissible control variation. 
For an extremum, 5J must be zero for arbitrary ôo); this can happen only if 
g = 0. If 9. and p represent the stepsize and direction of search, re-
i i 
spectively, then + G^p^, and it is natural to let = -gj^ to 
insure that 6J is negative for each iteration. This is similar to what 
was done in Chapter 2 and shall again be referred to as the steepest de­
scent technique of picking the direction of search. 
As was stated in Chapter 2, the numerical examples which follow utilize 
21 
the one-dimensional minimization technique proposed by Rajtora and Pierson 
as an automated means of choosing the stepsize parameters m^ and de­
fined earlier. This algorithm,already documented in Chapter 2, requires 
only that tu be substituted for u to be applicable to problems treated in 
this chapter. 
In order to simplify the notation, the first k values of the initial 
conditions of the state variables were assumed to be unspecified. This 
is not the case with the numerical examples in the next section, but this 
should not cause any concern to the reader who is aware of the apparent 
discrepancy. 
Numerical Examples 
All computations on the two numerical examples which follow were made 
on an IBM 360/65 computer using double precision arithmetic. All inte­
grations were performed using a standard 4^^-order Runge-Kutta program 
31 
with the time interval divided into 50 uniform segments. A quadratic 
polynomial interpolation scheme was used for each one-dimensional minimi­
zation . 
Forced rod problem 
26 
The following problem formulation taken from Icerman is a minimum 
weight structural optimization problem which is nicely adapted to the 
procedures discussed in this chapter. The structural member of continu­
ously varyLnj; cross section whose weight is to be minimized is shown in 
l-'lpj. 3. IL is l'ix(<d at one end (x=0) and subjected to tlic nxini lend 
P coswt at the other end (x=JJ) . Both the amplitude 1' and Llic Irc'HHMicy "< 
are given, and 'x is to be smaller than the fundamental natural frequency 
of the rod. The axial displacement W(x,t), the downward displacement at 
time t of the section whose initial coordinate is x, is written as w(x)coswC. 
The dynamic response to the given load, defined to be Pw(i), is constrained 
to a specified value. 
The minimization problem can be formally stated as: 
Minimize dx 
subject to the second-order differential equatioi. 
[EA(X)^ W(X)] + AJ^OA(X)W(X) = 0, 
dx dx 
with the boundary conditions w(0) = 0, EA(X)dw(X)/dx = P, and w(£) = w^ 
constant, 
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A(x) 
Fig. 3. Rod of continuously varying cross section subjected to harmonic 
axial loading. 
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where 
E = Youngs modulus, 
p = constant density of rod, 
and A(x) = cross section area. 
The third boundary condition is the 'dynamic response' constraint where 
w^ must be specified. 
Analytical results show that the cross section area that gives the 
least value to the cost functional J^A(x)dx is given by 
^ P cosh(U)sinh(k^) ^ = m^p/E. (3.18) 
Ekw£ cosh2(kx) 
Finally, the minimum volume is 
(•"^A CX) dx = —I— sinh^Cki.). (3.19) 
Jo 
It is interesting to note here that the optimal cross section area 
and minimum volume for a rod in free axial vibration with a point mass 
27-29 
fixed to the bottom tip (x=i.) are of the same for as those above. 
The only difference in the solutions is that the constants in the front 
of the solutions are a function of w^ and the tip mass rather than E, k, 
p , P, and w^. 
In transforming the problem of the harmonically forced rod to 
optimal control notation, let 
t = X, 
u(t) = A(x) , 
(t) = w(xj , 
dw 
and x^(t) = A(x)—, 
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Now, the optimal control problem can be stated as: 
Minimize J = \ u(t) dt 
^0 
subject to the 2^"^-order dynamical system 
X = X /u, X (0) = X, = 0, 1 
o 
0 
X) = -k^x^u, X2(0) = X2 unspecified, 
o 
and subject to the terminal state constraints 
Xi(-e) = w^, 
and ~ P/E. 
The Hamiltonian is then 
H = u  +  X^ X 2 / u  -  À 2 k ^ x ^ u  
where the multlnlier functions X.- are determined bv 
1 ^ - ôH/ôx^ = k^uA^, = 0, 
and A 2 " " cH/ox^ = -X^u, ^ 2(4) = 0-
The simple result obtained for H , due to À ^  and À 9 equaling zero on the 
u 
entire time interval 0 = t = £, is 
=  1 ,  
In addition, A^(0), which is the other element of the gradient, is equal to 
zero for the same reason. 
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The problem being discussed here was solved using three different 
initial controls and the following values for the problem parameters 
for a standard aluminum bar: 
I = 100 inches, 
= 1 inch, 
P = 200 pounds, 
3 9 
E = 10.3 X 10 pounds/inch^, 
oj = 10 radians/second, 
3 
and p = 0.1/32.2 slugs/inch . 
The minimum volume determined from Eq. (3.19) using these parameters is 
214.4918820 cubic inches. The optimal control or cross section area is 
plotted in Fig. 4 for the previously specified parameters. 
The three initial controls used the initial guesses for XgCO) of 
0.019418, 0.038835, and 0,009709 inches per inch and uniform cross section 
areas of 1.9418, 3.8835, and 0.9709 square inches, respectively. The first 
initial control was based on the uniform cross section rod which would 
give a one inch deflection for static loading of 200 pounds. The second 
and third initial controls are simply multiples of two times the first 
initial control and one-half times the first initial control, ^ he value of e 
used in determining constraint satisfaction was 10 ^ . 
The cost function for the initial controls just given obtained a 
value below 214.492 cubic inches in 2, 4 and 3 steps, respectively, with 
total execution times of 5.09, 13.67, and 6.37 seconds. These will be known 
as solution one, solution two and solution three, respectively. The con­
vergence history obtained by using the proposed steepest descent algorithm 
with the second initial guess of the control is given in Table 1. The 
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Fig. 4. Optimum cross-section area. 
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Table 1. Convergence history for solution two of the forced rod problem. 
Step 
number 
. "3 
in. 
_ ^ x^CO) 
( g, g > in./in. 
u(0)2 
in. 
U(4Q) 
in. 
u (60 ) 
in. 2 
u(lQO) 
in. 
0 388. 350 3. 9744 .038835 3. 8835 3. 8835 3. 8835 3. 8835 
0^. 234. 412 26. 1992 .023798 1. 7928 2. 1117 2. 4394 3. 2180 
1 215. 580 1. 8739 .022233 2. 6818 2. 1996 1. 9746 1. 7898 
2 214. 517 0. 0516 .022417 2. 3979 2. 2151 2. 1268 1. 7309 
3 214. 493 0. 0025 .022419 2. 3652 2. 2428 2. 1179 1. 7839 
4 214. 492 0. 0001 .022418 2. 3593 2. 2455 2. 1181 1. 7646 
Optimal^® 214. 492 0 .022419 2. 3563 2. 2462 2. 1179 1. 7676 
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step number 0 refers to the control [u (t)] where the notation u has 
previously been defined in Chapter 2. If a function evaluation is defined 
as one forward and one backward integration, analogous to blocks 1 and 2 
of Fig. 2, this quantity can be used as a measure to determine the com­
putational effort required by an algorithm. Table 2 gives the number of 
function evaluations per step (NFEVAL) and the average number of function 
evaluations at each step needed to correct back to the constraint (ANFECC) 
for each solution. 
Variable launch site rocket launch problem 
The rocket launch problem considered here is very similar to that 
Q 
treated by Lasdon, Mitter, and Waren and again mentioned in connection 
with the one-dimensional minimization algorithm proposed by Rajtora and 
21 Pierson. The objective of that problem was to maximize the horizontal 
velocity of a rocket under the assumptions of a constant gravitation accel-
2 
eration of 32 ft./sec. , two-dimensional vacuum flight, and a constant thrust 
acceleration of twice that of the gravitational acceleration. The control 
variable was the thrust direction with respect to the horizontal. The 
thrusting time was specified at 100 seconds. The terminal state constraints 
required a zero vertical speed at an altitude of 100,000 feet. In addition 
to these requirements, the present problem requires that the down range 
flight distance be fixed, and the initial launch site is no longer spec­
ified. Application of the necessary conditions to these two different 
problems shows that the optimal thrust direction time histories for them 
are identical. Thus, this is a problem contrived for numerical testing 
purposes only. 
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Table 2. Computational effort required in solving the forced rod problem. 
Step Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution 3 
Number NFEVAL ANFECC NFEVAL ANFECC NFEVAL ANFECC 
0 1 1 1 
% 3 3 13 13 3 3 
1 9 2 28 4.6 7 1 1/3 
2 6 1 12 2 6 1 
3 6 1 6 1 
4 6 1 
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as; 
In nondimensionalized form the optimal control problem is stated 
Minimize J = -x^(l) 
subject to the 4^^-order dynamical system 
= X,, x^(0) = 0, 
X, = 6.4 sin u - 3.2, x„(0) = 0, 
x^ = 6.4 cos u, x^(0) = 0, 
= x^, x^(0) unspecified. 
and subject to the terminal state constraints 
x^(l) = 1, 
x^d) = 0, 
X, (1) = 1. 
The initial thrust angle was chosen to be u^(t) = (TT/2)(l-t) and the 
initial guess for x^(0), the launch site position, was chosen to be zero. 
The execution time for eight steps of the proposed algorithm was 18.0 
seconds. The convergence history of these eight steps is given in Table 3. 
The value of e used in determining constraint satisfaction was 10 ^. 
Table 3. Convergence history of the rocket launch problem 
Step 
number J x^(0) u(0) u(.4 ) u (. 6 ) u(l) NFEVAL ANFECC 
0 -4.07436 0.75520 0 TT/2 .3 IT .2 TT 0.0 1 
% -3.28830 1.19097 -.018714 1.5946 1.1996 0.6299 -.9158 4 4 
1 -3.46257 1.25791 -.311148 1.2692 1.2437 0.8874 -.7114 17 3.25 
2 -3.50337 0.12421 -.307244 1.4287 1.1475 0.8384 -.9132 25 2.43 
3 -3.50672 0.05403 -.314304 1.3477 1.1635 0.8188 -.9357 7 1.33 
4 -3.50749 0.01121 -.317166 1.3909 1.1653 0.8134 -.9539 6 1 
5 -3.50780 0,00529 -.320064 1.3581 1.1652 0.8102 -.9618 7 1.33 
6 -3.50795 0.00253 -.321737 1.3798 1.1647 0.8095 -.9672 6 1 
7 -3.50802 0.00132 -.323207 1.3623 1.1643 0.8091 -.9698 7 1.33 
8 -3.50805 0.00068 -.324109 1.3742 1.1640 0.8093 -.9719 6 1 
30 
optimal -3.50809 0 -.32684 1.3670 1.1627 0.8097 -.9756 
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CHAPTER 4. OPTIMAL BRANCHED TRAJECTORY PROBLEMS 
Problem Development 
The trajectory of several vehicles traveling together for a period 
of time and then separating in order to proceed individually to separate 
terminal states is shown schematically in Fig. 5. The simplified tra­
jectory represented in Fig. 5 having q branches is typical of a much 
larger class known as branched trajectories. They differ from conventional 
trajectories in that the state and control dimensions vary with time. This 
investigation includes only those branched trajectories which have a single 
branch point (point B in Fig. 5), although generalization to additional 
branch points is straightforward and represents one of the strengths of the 
projection operator development presented here. State variables are gen­
erally continuous at the branch point, but the control variables are 
generally not. The , j = 1, 2, ..., q, in Fig. 5 represent the terminal 
state constraint functions of the q branches. 
31 
Mason converts the branched trajectory optimization problem to a 
conventional Bolza problem using several linear time transformations 
This allows him to apply the well-established necessary conditions of 
optimal control theory directly to the branched trajectory problem. Mason 
discusses the applicability of the single branch point branched trajectory 
to multiple payload launch trajectories, launch trajectories based on abort 
capabilities, maneuvers of lunar lander/orbiter vehicles, and cooperative 
multiple aircraft maneuvers. He has obtained numerical solutions via 
indirect optimization techniques for the first two of these categories. 
43 
5. Schematic representation of a branched trajectory with a 
single branch point. 
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Additional numerical experience on abort capability problems is given by 
32 
Mason, Smith, and Dickerson. 
18 19 
Rozendaal and Cera have treated optimal branched trajectory pro­
blems using steepest descent in conjunction with a projection operator. 
Both men derive and apply the projection operator similarly to the deriva­
tion and application of the projection operator due to Dryson and Denham.^ 
Gera^^ gives numerical results for a rather simple multiple (two) payload 
launch assuming rocket flight in a vacuum and specified branch and terminal 
times. The system dynamics for each branch are then similar to those of 
the second example problem of Chapter 3. The objective is to maximize 
the sum of the altitudes for the upper two stages while keeping the kinetic 
energy per unit mass of the upper two stages fixed at the final time. Cera 
obtains good numerical results when compared with the analytical solution. 
18 
Rozendaal treats the more complicated problem of designing optimal 
space shuttle vehicle ascent trajectories. He converts the branched 
trajectory problem into an unbranched trajectory problem whose total dur­
ation in time is equal to the sum of the individual branch times. This 
formulation will here be denoted as the 'series formulation' of the 
optimal branched trajectory problem. Rozendaal states that this technique 
avoids the increases in computational complexity and computer storage 
requirements associated with methods which map all branches into a common 
19 31 
interval of the independent variable as Cera and Mason suggest. The 
latter formulation will be denoted here as the 'parallel formulation' of 
the optimal branched trajectory problem. Rozendaal reports a 10 percent 
payload gain over an ascent trajectory designed by more conventional means. 
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The optimal branched trajectory problem defined below is more general 
19 
than that treated by Gera, although it is not nearly as general as that 
18 31 
described by Rozendaal or Mason. It is adequate, however, to treat 
the numerical example presented later in this chapter and permits a re­
latively compact derivation of the necessary conditions here. It is 
assumed that there are no inequality constraints present, that there are 
only three branches, that all state variables are continuous across the 
single branch point, and that there is no terminal state constraint on 
31 
branch one. Actually, in the formulation used by Mason, the specifica­
tion that the state variables be continuous at the branch point is a 
terminal state constraint. The algorithm presented later, however, connects 
18 
the branches in a series form as done by Rozendaal rather the parallel 
19 
approach used by Gera so that this constraint is satisfied automatically 
by the numerical integration. 
Consider the problem of determining the three r-vector control func­
tions u^(t), t^ = t = t^, j = 1, 2, 3, which minimize the cost functional 
3 ^ j 
J = 0[x^(t^), x^(t^) ,x^(t^) ] + ^  ^ j L"(x^,u\t) dt, (4.1) 
j=l ^o 
subject to the three n^^-order nonlinear dynamical systems 
xj= f\xj, u^, t) , x^(to)=xj, j = 1, 2, 3,** (4.2) 
2  i  1 2 3 L 2  3  
with x^ and t^ given t^ = t^ = t^, tg, t^, and t^ unspecified, and contin­
uity of all state variables at the branch point specified. In addition, 
there exist p^ (p^ = n) terminal state constraints 
''*Superscripts on the time variable and on subscripts are left off 
wherever the usage makes their value clearly understood. 
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V^[xj(tp ] = 0, j = 2,3. (4.3) 
31 19 
Mason and Cera recommend the linear time transformation 
t j  =  t ^  +  ( t j  -  t j ) T - ^ ,  
o I O 
> 
Q g T  g  1 ,  t J  g  t j  g  t j ,  ( 4 . 4 )  
= t^ + j = 1, 2, 3. 
An alternate time transformation and the one used in this investigation 
IS  
t^ = t^ + [(t^ - t^)/Tj]Tj, 
o t Of 
= t^ + aJiJ, 
o 
O ^ T  S T J ,  t g g  t i  g  t j .  
j = 1, 2, 3. (4.5) 
where Tis a fixed value approximately equal to - t^ so that each 
f f o 
cyJ is approximately equal to one. The linear time transformation (4.4) 
enables the user to do two main things: a) compress or expand the time 
domain of each branch into a common interval of the independent variable 
time, and b) handle varying time intervals for the individual branches. 
The linear time transformation (4.5) also provides a means of treating 
varying time intervals but does not arbitrarily compress or expand the 
time interval which might detract from the physical reality of the problem. 
This investigation treats the branches in a series manner as done by 
18 
Rozendaal so that no compression or elongation of the time intervals is 
necessary. Thus, time transformation (4.5) will be used. The parameter 
a is set equal to one for a branch with a fixed time interval. One add-
31 19 itional change from the formulation used by Mason or Cera is that each 
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Of' is treated as a constant control function, i.e. a control parameter, 
ns opposed to trenting it as a constant state variable. The later 
approach requires the incorporation of additional differential equations. 
Due to the linear time transformation (4,5), consider now the problem 
of determining the three r-vector control functions u^(T), 0 = T ë 
j = 1, 2, 3, and the three scalar control parameters QfJ, j = 1, 2, 3, 
which minimize the cost functional 
3 T 
J = p[x^(Tj) ,x^(t.^) ,X^(T^)] ^ 4^(xj, U^, T) dT (4.6) 
j=l 0 
subject to the three n^^-order nonlinear dynamical systems 
K H N  = Fj(XJ, u\ c^j, T) , x '(0) = yj, j = 1, 2, 3, (4.7) 
o 
with x^ given, T ^ a n d  u n s p e c i f i e d ,  F-^(XJ, u^, , T) equaling 
ajpjfxj, , t^ + OR-^T) , £J(xj, u-^, , T) equaling Q?jL-^(x^, u^, t^ 4-
a-^T), and continuity of all state variables specified at the branch point. 
In addition, there exist p-^ (p^=n) terminal state constraints 
*j[xj(T^)] = 0, j = 2, 3. (4.8) 
For a completely rigorous development the projection operator which 
handles the terminal state constraints (4.8) should be derived using a 
linear dynamical system and linear terminal state constraints. It could 
then be extended to a nonlinear dynamical system and nonlinear terminal 
state constraints as was done in Chapter 2. The projection operator devel­
oped here, however, as in Chapter 3, is derived directly for the nonlinear 
case. This should cause no confusion provided everyone is aware that the 
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projection operator so developed is only valid in the region for which 
the linearization of the nonlinear system dynamics and nonlinear terminal 
state constraints is valid. 
Linearization of the system dynamics (4.7) about a nominal uJ(T), 
X^(T), and Q?-^, where CY^ is treated as a constant control function, yields 
6X^ = F^(X^, U^, T)6xj(T) + F^(X^, U^, AJ, T)6UJ(T) 
+ Fj(xi, u\ T)ôaj, j = 1, 2, 3. (4.9) 
Since the initial state variables for branch one are fixed, the solution 
to Eq. (4.9) for branch one is 
ôxl(t) =V xi(T, t)F^(t)6u^(t)dt + \ $1(t, t)F^(t)dt 6a^ (4.10) 
^0 u JQ Of 
with all the notation having previously been defined in Chapter 2 except 
for the superscripts which refer to the branch number. An equation similar 
to Eq. (4.10) can be written for either branch two or branch three once 
the variation due to the change in initial conditions is provided in the 
equation. 
rT . 
6X-^(T) = $j(T, 0)6x^(0) + \ $J(T, t) F^ (t) 6u^ (t) dt 
JQ U 
+ V ^^(t, t)F^(t)dt 6aj, j = 2, 3. (4.11) 
""O 
Since the state variables are continuous at the branch point, substitution 
of Eq. (4.10) into Eq. (4.11) gives 
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6 x j(T)= § j(T, 0 ) \  t)F^(t)ôu^(t)dt + $^(T, 0 ) \  ^$^(T^,t)F^(t)dt 
Jq "^0 
6a' 
+ 1 (T ,t)F^ (t) ôu^ (t)dt + ^  $-i (T,t)F^(t)dC ÔQfjjj = 2, 3. (4.12) 
^0 " "^0 ^ 
•T 
Now, if each element of the vector j = 2, 3, is differentiable 
and if each iteration in the process satisfies Eq. (4.8), then near a 
nominal X^ (T G) ,  
/^[xJ(Tp]6xJ(T^) = *J[xJ(Tf) + ôxJ(TF)] - V"LX-(TF)] = 0, j=2,3. (4.13) — iif r v-i 
Combining Eq. (4.12) with Eq. (4.13) yields 
•'f $j(T^,0)$^(T^,t)F^(t)6u^(t)dt -1- S^(Tg,0)S^(Tg,t)F^Xt)dC ôOf^ 
0 
+ \ IJI ^ 5' ( " I  ^ ,t)F'(t)6u-^(t)dt -I- \ ^ $j(Tr,t)Fj(t)dt 60; ' = 0, j=2,3.(4.14) 
JQ X I U JQ 
p o 2 
For convenience, define the (p + p ) x r time-varying matrices y (t), 
2 -3 2 3 
§ (t), and 3 (t), and the (p + p ) x 3 constant matrix Y as 
5^(t) = s2(Tg, o)ei(Tg, t)Fj(t) 
s3(Tf, 0)5^(T t)Fl(t) 
X ^ r u 
5^(1^ = 4"^ *2(Tf, t)F^(t) 
X I u 
(t) = 
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and Y = Pr $^(T^,0)5^(T^,t)F^(t)dt ; §^(Tf,t)F^(t)dt . 0 Jo 
5^(Tf,0)$^(T^,t)F^(t)dt . 0 . f Vx S^(Tf,t)F^(t)dt 
-^0 • 0 
if all the time intervals are unspecified as in the original problem state­
ment. Should any of the time intervals be specified, say time interval j 
for branch j, then is permanently set equal to 1, and the matrix y 
is simplified by the deletion of column j. In addition, let the parti-
2 3 
tioned (p 4- p ) x (3r + 3) time-varying matrix C(t) be defined by 
C(t)=[s^(t)U^t)l§^(t)iY]. 
For a more general development involving q branches the dimensionality 
^ j 
of C(t) would be (S p ) x (qr + q). Using the first four definitions 
j=2 
above, Eq. (4.14) becomes 
3 
y \ ^ S^(t)ôu^(t) dt + Y ÔQ' = 0 (4.15) 
j=l 0 
where & is a q-vector of elements , j=l, 2, ... q, q being equal to 
three in this case. 
Let Q be a set of (3r + 3)-vector controls defined as the Cartesian 
1 2 3  1 2 3  1 2  3  
product of II , u , U , and A, i.e. U=U xU xU xA. U , U , and U are the 
r-vector control functions of branch one, branch two, and branch three, 
12 
respectively. The three elements of A, », a , and a , are the time 
interval multipliers defined by Eq. (4.5) of branch one, branch two, and 
branch three, respectively. A vector w of u can be written as 
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0) = 
^1 
= c
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The variation of a vector u; belonging to Cl, defined in the natural way 
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6uu = OU) Ju 
O'JU 
6u^ 
Ou 
6u' 
6a 
6U2 
r 
A 3 
6;3 
Arv 
_^'^3r+3j 
6a' 
6a' 
is also an element of Q, 
Now, if the rows of C(t), which are denoted by the row vectors, , 
2 3 
^2» •••5 Cp where p =p +p , are linearly independent, they span a p-
d.i.iiicri.sxonaJ. suuspace, csj-x jit *6'', of Q. i.f an ^nner product xs defined on 
Q as 2r 3r 3r+3 
<v,w> = il dt + \ (it + \' il Vi^i de +i/. Vi*!: 
i=l i=r+l 0 3r-rl 
(4.16) 
then the set of admissible control variations Q can be defined from Eq. 
(4.15) by the relation 
Q = [ouj e Q: ( , 6m) = 0, i = 1, 2, ..., p] . (4.17) 
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Once again, if fi is restricted to being a Hilbert space, O is the direct 
sum of Q and , or r2 = Q © Cl*. 
Define the projection operator P as p[6w] = ôu). The subspace Q'- can 
be defined as 
P 
n* = {5a; e Q:6ud = Z 
i=l ^ ^  
= {ÔX' e Q: ôuj = Ç" Tl] 
where T] is a p-vector with constant elements T|^ , T|^ , ..., TJ^ . Since 
0=0 ® 0", àix> may now be written as 
6œ = biv - C'Tl , (4.18) 
so when utilizing Eq. (4.17), the following set of equations is generated. 
<Ci, CTD = <ei,6w> 
< ( % ,  e T & =  ( C  , 5 w >  
<GL, crn>= <C ,5w> 
p p 
These equations can be rewritten as 
\ ^ 5^(t)|'^ (t)dt \ ^ 5^(t)^ ^ (t)dt + r ^ Ç^(t)§^ (t)dt + YV 
§ ^  (t) 6u^ (t) dt + \ §(t)ôu^(t)dt + T §^(t) 6u^(t)dt + y 5^- (4.19) 
'0 "^0 "*0 
11 = 
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It is now possible to solve for T] from Eq. (4.19) which when combined 
with Eq. (4.18) gives the desired result. From the appearance of Eqs. 
(4.18) and (4.19) it is not real easy to interpret the form of the pro­
jection operator P. This situation could be handled as in Chapter 3 by 
defining a type of matrix multiplication on Q, but this would prove to 
be of little practical advantage. In the actual application of the pro­
jection technique, Eq. (4.18) is used in conjunction with Eq. (4.19) 
without the actual projection operator being explicitly given. 
Extending Eq. (3.15) to optimal branched trajectory problems, the 
variation in J due to a variation of the three r-vector control functions 
1 ? 3 1 2 3 
u (t) , u (t) , u (t) , and the three control parameters o? , a , and Q- , that 
is, a variation of lu, is: 
6j= [(0-1 - X^')6xl]_ _ 6x^] ^[(H^ + \^) 6xVH^ 6u^+H^ôa^]dt 
^ 1=1 £ I — u J q X u Or 
+ [(0^2 - + X^') ôx^+H^ôu^+H^ôa^ldt 
+ [(03- \^') ôx^] +[X^' 6%?] +  ^ ([(f + 
X T=Tf T=0 J X u or 
0 
where the function (the Hamiltonian) is defined as before along each 
of the three branches as 
H^Lx^, u\ Q"^, 7]=X^[x\ u\ Qf^, T]-:-?L^'F\x^,u\aj,T], j = 1,2,3. 
Since the initial state vector for the first branch is given and the state 
variables are continuous at the branch point, the expression for the 
variation of the cost functional becomes 
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6 j = [ 0  1  ( T ^ ) - r X ^  ( 0 )  - r  ( 0 ) ] 6 x ^ ( T p  +  [ ( 0 ^ 2  -  G x ^ l r ^ i  
-^0 ^ 
^ ^  [ (H^ 0x2 + H^fu^+H^aeZjdt + ^  [ (H^ + *^^) 6xWôu^+H^ôa^Jdt. 
+ [(0„3 - ^^^'^r=-rç + \ ^ [(H^ + + H^ôu^H^ôa^Jdt 
3 , \ %\ A_3_u3A..3_u3A?3_ 
(4.20) 
Choosing 
and 
= = -Rj = -
•4 
- ^ j'pj 
X X X 
(Tf) = Oxj' j = 2, 3, 
= 0^1 + (0) + ^  
simplifies Eq. (4.20) to 
3 
/ ôu^ + ôcy-^ dtj, 
A ^0 u a 
j = l 
3 
ÔJ = /
or 6J = \ f'\ - 6tyi dt^ 4- / f\ f yi dt 6aj ) A^O " ' A^O -
Now, if the gradient is defined to be 
(4. 21) 
g = 
«i' 
2 ,  
U 
3, 
u 
j'4 " 
J'H^ dt 
a 
|'h3 dt 
L_ Q- _J 
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with Che obvious limits on the integrals, Eq. (4.21) can be written in 
the very simple form of 
= < g, > , 
Since g can be written as g + g", where g belongs to Q, and g" belongs to 
0", the expression of 6j becomes 
SJ = ( g 4- g", 6x > = ("g, ) , (4.22) 
since à-x must belong to 0 to be an admissible control variation. 
For an extremum, 5J must be zero for arbitrary Sx, which can only 
happen if g = 0. Again, the easiest way to insure that 5j is negative 
for each iteration is to let the direction of search p^ be the negative 
projected gradient, -g. This is the steepest descent technique of pick­
ing the direction of search. 
Command Service Module Abort Problem 
31 The example problem treated here is the same problem treated by Mason 
32 
and Mason, Smith, and Dickerson. They stress the importance of branched 
trajectory optimization to secondary mission or abort capability trajec­
tory design. The basic fundamentals of solving optimal branched trajec­
tory problems are provided in Ref. 31, while the concept of complete 
mission planning including a secondary or abort mission in the event the 
primary mission cannot be completed is emphasized in Ref. 32. When a 
launch vehicle has performance capability in excess of that required for 
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the primary mission, the excess propellant may be used to shape the pri­
mary mission trajectory so the performance of a secondary mission objec­
tive is improved. 
The objective of the example problem is to maximize the abort capabil­
ity of the Command Service Module (CSM) on an Apollo mission should an 
abort be required at the staging of the Saturn S-II and Saturn S-IVB. This 
point was picked as the most critical point of the trajectory due to pro­
blems which might occur during separation or during the ignition sequence 
of the S-IVB. Referring to Fig. 5, branch 1 is the trajectory of the 
of the trajectory of the S-II vehicle carrying the S-IVB, the Lunar Excur­
sion Module (LEM), and the CSM. Branch 2 is the trajectory of the S-IVB 
carrying the LEM and the CSM. Branch 3 is the abort trajectory of the CSM. 
The loaded S-IVB and the LEM are dropped prior to the abort trajectory, 
32 branch 3. Mason, Smith, and Dickerson consider two distinct measures 
of performance for branch 3. First, a specific orbit is chosen for the 
secondary mission, and the final mass in this orbit is maximized. This 
effectively maximizes the propellant remaining when the vehicle achieves 
the orbit which can then be used for further maneuvering. Alternately, 
the final mass and the circular orbit conditions are specified for the 
secondary mission and the altitude of this orbit is maximized. Only the 
first case is considered in the present investigation. 
The minimization problem can be stated as; 
•3 
Minimize J = -m(t^) 
subject to the 3^^-order dynamical system on each branch 
58 
h = vsin y 
V = — cos 9 - —- sin Y 
(rg+hZ 
Y = —^sin S - f —-— - ) cos Y 
(r^+h) V (r^-^-h) 
and subject to the terminal state constraints 
h^(T^) = hj^, j = 2 , 3 , 
vj(T^) = vf , j = 2, 3, 
f 
y\t ) = Y j , j = 2, 3, 
' f 
with values for h , v^ , and v specified in Table 4 and where the 
^f ^f Tf 
vehicle mass is assumed to be linearly time-varying: 
m  =  m  - 3 ( t - t ) .  
o o 
The state variables v, Y, and h are, respectively the vehicle speed, the 
flight path angle referenced to the local horizontal, and the height above 
the Earth's surface Altitude). The control variable 8 is the angle between 
the velocity and thrust vectors. The remaining parameters T, P, r , m , 
e o 
and (J, are the thrust, constant mass flow rate, radius of the Earth, initial 
mass, and gravitational parameter. Necessary values for these parameters 
and values for state variables at the initial time are given in Table 4. 
All computations performed on the numerical example just described 
were made on an I RM 360/65 computer using double precision arithmetic. 
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Table 4. Command Service Module abort problem 
Initial states 
Velocity, v 
km/sec 
2.848127 
Gamma,Y 
des 
14.91 
Altitude, h 
Iot 
87.771 
Stage Data 
Branch Thrust, T Beta, g Initial mass, m 
number nt kg/sec kg 
1 4448222 1068.2 611582.1 
2 889644.3 213.1 164846.5 
3 85636.8 30.5 19820.0 
Burn time, 
sec 
377.65 
167.42 
Branch 
number 
2 
3 
Velocity, v'-'* 
km/sec 
7.796727 
7.780724 
Final states 
Gamma,y 
deg 
0 
0 
Altitude, h 
Ten 
179.0 
206.0  
Physical constants 
Earth's radius, r^ 
km 
Gravitational 
constant, p, 
km^/sec^ 
6,378.165 398,603.2 
-•"•''Circular orbit velocity. 
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All integrations were performed using a standard 4'"^-order Runge-Kutta 
program with the time interval for branch one, branch two and branch three 
divided into 60, 40, and 40 uniform segments, respectively. The same 
quadratic polynomial interpolation scheme mentioned earlier was used for 
each one-dimensional minimization. 
The nominal control used as the initial guess of the optimal control 
was 
u^(T) = 0.4 rad, O^T 
U^(T) = 0.1 rad, 
U^(T) =0.2 rad, OST  ^ 
= 1 ,  
3 
where was assumed to be 250 sec. The value of e used in determining 
-1 
constraint satisfaction was 10 . Although this value is fairly large, 
the two terminal altitudes are normally satisfied to less than .01 km, the 
two terminal velocities are normally satisfied to less than 0.0001 km/sec, 
- 6  
and the two terminal flight path angles to less than (.1)10 radian. 
The norm used to measure jj i{r || was the ordinary Euclidean norm with no 
weighting factor on any of the elements. 
Three steps of the procedure outlined previously were performed with 
a total execution time of 46.09 sec. Some numerical results of the pro­
posed algorithm are given in Table 5. The parameter g^ listed in Table 5 
3 
represents the projected gradient of a . In addition, altitude versus 
velocity plots for branch 2 and branch 3 are given in Fig. 6, and the 
control obtained by step 3 is given in Fig. 7. 
Table 5. Convergence history of branched trajectory problem. 
Step 
number 
J 
kg eg, g> gQ, km 
v^(t^) 
km/sec rad KFEVAL ANFECC 
0 -12,195.0 303 0.0496 180,12 6.7325 0.04939 1 
0 -13,466.1 1700 0.2790 177.80 6.7917 0.02337 6 
1 -13,476.5 209 0.0343 178.51 6.7918 0.02258 12 
2 -13,477.8 107 0.0176 178.71 6.7917 0.02320 6 
3 -13,478.2 27 0.0045 178.79 6.7917 0.02221 10 
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Fig. 7. Optimal control for Command Service Module abort problem. 
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Figs. 6 and 7 correspond very well with similar figures presented 
31 
by Mason. However, Mason claims a branch 3 payload of 14,000 kg, where­
as only a 13,478 kg payload is obtained here. This represents a differ­
ence in branch three burn time of approximately 17 sec. Due to this 
apparent discrepancy, additional investigation was deemed desirable. 
Earlier in this section it was stated that the launch vehicle for the 
primary mission must have performance capability in excess of that re­
quired for the primary mission. In order to determine what performance 
capability is required to just fulfill the primary mission with no excess 
capability a conventional minimum time study can be performed on branches 
1 and 2 alone allowing the time interval of branch 2 to vary. In addition, 
31 this minimum time solution also provides Mason an initial guess on the 
1 9 
value of the unknown multiplier functions x and \ which he must have in 
order to start the first iteration of his indirect optimization technique 
for solving the optimal branched trajectory problem. This minimum time 
solution maximizes the branch 2 payload, and the resultant solution will 
be referred to as nominal solution one or nominal trajectory one for the 
reason just stated. Mason reports a branch 2 payload of 129,805 kg which 
is equivalent to a branch 2 burn time of 163.4 sec. Using a simplified 
form of the equations derived earlier in this chapter, a branch 2 payload 
of 129,930 kg (or a branch 2 burn time of 163.9 sec) was obtained using 
the projected gradient method. Mason provides additional performance 
capability for the primary mission by specifying for the optimal branched 
trajectory a payload of 129,168 kg, thus allowing 637 kg more fuel to be 
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burned on the branch 2 trajectory. The value of 129,168 kg is actually 
762 kg more than necessary according to this investigation so that the 
optimal branched solution found here should be better in terms of the 
branch 3 payload than that obtained by Mason. 
Additional insight can be gained by performing a minimum time analysis 
of branch 3, referred to as nominal solution two or nominal trajectory 
two, assuming the staging point of nominal trajectory one provides the 
31 
fixed initial conditions- This was originally done by Mason to deter­
mine the maximum burn time, i.e. the minimum payload, that could be ex­
pected for the branched trajectory problem. Secondly, the minimum time 
study was performed to obtain an estimate of the value of the unknown 
3 
multiplier function ^ at the branch point which Mason needed in order to 
start the first iteration of his indirect minimization technique for 
solving the optimal branched trajectory problem. This is the reason for 
it being referred to as nominal solution two. He reports a payload for 
this mission of 13,720 kg while only 13,148 kg payload was obtained here 
indicating a difference in branch 3 burn time of 18.8 sec. Mason's pay-
load of 13,720 kg for nominal trajectory two is even larger than the 
optimal branched trajectory branch 3 payload of 13,478 kg obtained here. 
Rather obviously, branch 3 is the cause of the rather large discrepancy 
encountered earlier. Branch 2 of nominal trajectory one and nominal 
trajectory two obtained by this investigation are plotted on Fig. 6 and 
labeled as 'nominal trajectories'. 
31 There is one striking similarity between Mason's solution and the 
solution reported here. Mason received an increase in branch 3 payload of 
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280 kg at the expenditure of an additional 637 kg of propellent in branch 
2. This investigation received an increase in branch 3 payload of 330 kg 
at the expenditure of an additional 762 kg of propellant in branch 2. 
These figures represent approximately the same branch 3 payload increase 
per additional kg of branch 2 propellant expended. More specificlly, they 
represent 0.440 fractional increase in the first case, and 0.433 fractional 
increase in the latter. 
The reason for the increase in branch 3 payload for the branched 
trajectory can be partially established from Fig. 6. The branched solu­
tion starts at approximately the same velocity as the nominal but at a 
much higher altitude. This is more favorable to the secondary or branch 
three mission. In addition, the flight path angle of the optimal branched 
trajectory at the branch point is also slightly larger than that of the 
nominal trajectory which would also be more favorable to the secondary 
mission. 
The rather large discrepancy of the two optimal branched solutions 
has not been determined; however, there is no reason to suspect the valid­
ity of any of the figures obtained by this investigation. One possible 
31 
source of error is the thrust magnitude of the CSM reported by Mason to 
33 
be 85,636.8 nt. Another reference gives the thrust magnitude as 97,333 nt. 
This is approximately 14 percent higher which is definitely a significant 
amount. Solving the optimal branched trajectory problem once again chang­
ing only to this higher level of thrust for branch three, a branch 3 pay-
load of 14,084 kg was obtained. This is 84 kg more than was reported by 
67 
Mason or a difference in burn time of approximately 2.8 seconds. There­
fore, if Mason did cite an incorrect value of the CSM thrust magnitude a 
large amount of the original discrepancy is no longer a mystery. 
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CHAPTER 5. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS WITH 
INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
Problem Development 
One ot the earliest attempts to treat inequality constraints on a 
function of the control and/or state variables was via a penalty func­
tion method. Kelley^ introduces an auxiliary state variable which is 
the integral to the present time of a quadratic measure of the violation 
of the inequality constraint. The terminal value of this quantity is 
treated as an additional terminal state constraint and brought as close 
to zero as is necessary to provide a satisfactorily small violation of 
the inequality constraint. The penalty function approach has the advan­
tage that no a priori information is needed concerning either the number 
or location of the constrained arcs. This is not the case with projection 
operator techniques. Ordinarily, however, a good physical understanding 
of the physical variables involved in the problem can overcome this dis­
advantage of the projection operator technique. 
As stated earlier in the Introduction, Denham and Bryson^^ have 
extended their original work with projection operators to handle in­
equality constraints on functions of the control and/or state variables. 
They give numerical solutions to two atmospheric entry problems using 
both the projection operator and the previously mentioned penalty function 
approach. One of these problems places a constraint on the aerodynamic 
deceleration to be less than five times the acceleration of gravity at 
sea level. The other problem requires the vehicle to remain below a 
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specified altitude after its first dip into the atmosphere. More recently, 
20 
McCart, Haug, and Streeter have refined the results of Denham and 
Bryson^^ for application to structural optimization problems. They pre­
sent solutions to some fairly simple mimimum weight structural problems 
for which the natural frequency of the structure is specified and the 
second moment of the cross-sectional area is held above a specified level. 
The following problem statement contains only a single control vari­
able as does the problem statement of Denham and Bryson,^^ but it is 
sufficient to solve the preceding example problems. Consider the problem 
of determining the scalar control function u(t) , t^^tst^, which minimizes 
the cost functional 
with and t given, subject to the p (p g n) terminal state constraints 
u, t) dt (5.1) 
o 
subject to the n^^-order nonlinear dynamics 
x(t) = f(x, u, t) , x(t^) = x^. (5.2) 
(5.3) 
and subject to the scaler control variable inequality constraint 
C(x, u, t) s 0, (5.4) 
or the scaler state variable inequality constraint 
S(x, t) 5 0. (5.5) 
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Before proceeding with the development of the projection operator it 
is necessary to obtain a complete understanding of the state variable 
inequality constraint S s 0. Since the constraint function S must be 
zero for the entire time interval that the solution lies on the constraint 
boundary, higher order derivatives also must vanish over the constrained 
time interval, that is 
= 0, k = 1, 2, ... 
dtk 
where indicates the derivative of S with respect to time. Since 
^ ^ X 
dt St 3x 
= àÊ + ^  f(x, u, t) 
ôt ÔX 
it is possible that dS/dt may be an explicit function of the control 
variable. If not. the procedure may be repeated for the second, third, 
etc. derivative until the last time derivative does explicity involve 
the control variable. By definition, a state variable inequality con­
straint is of order q if the q^^ derivative is the lowest order derivative 
to explicitly involve the control variable. 
The development of the projection operator here is for only one con­
strained arc, i.e. there is only one time interval along the trajectory 
where the inequality constraint is active. However, the extension to 
additional constrained arcs is straightforward. During the time period 
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that the trajectory is on the constrained arc for a control variable in­
equality constraint, the control variable u is determined by Eq. (5.4). 
Neighboring solutions for this time period must satisfy 
5C = + C^6u = 0. (5.6) 
During the time period that the trajectory is on the constrained arc for 
a state variable inequality constraint, the control variable u is deter­
mined by 
S^(x, u, t) = 0, (5.7) 
so that plays the same role as C along the constrained arc. In add­
ition, neighboring solutions on the constrained arc must satisfy 
55*^ = 5% + 6u = 0. (5.8) 
A schematic representation S, S*^, and C time histories is given in Fig. 8 
where t^ and t^ represent the entering and exit times, respectively. 
Perhaps the largest difference in the application of the projection 
10 
operator here as opposed to the treatment given by Denham and Bryson 
is shown in Fig. 8. The algorithm presented in Ref. 10 ensures continuity 
of at the exit corner as well as ensuring continuity of C at both 
corners. That is not the case for this investigation. Instead, the 
algorithm presented here specifically provides for a discontinuity of 
S or C at both the constraint entrance and exit points and attempts to 
drive this discontinuity to zero. Obviously, both treatments of the 
projection operator must be restricted to problems for which the solution 
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> 0  
X 
S <0 
0 
Time 
Fig. 8. Schematic representation of S, S^, and C time histories 
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is, indeed, continuous at both corners. Denham and Bryson^^ treat 
problems with discontinuous or 'bang-bang' controls as a special case. 
This report does not consider them at all. 
Fig. 8 indicates is negative at t~ and positive at t^. The reason­
ing for at t~ being negative is that with S^=0, k=l, 2, ..., (q-1), 
if is not negative the trajectory will move away from the constraint 
boundary. At t^ the trajectory is supposed to move away from the con­
straint boundary, and therefore should be positive at that point. 
In the following development, the trajectory can be broken into three 
branches by either the time transformation (4.4) or (4.5). The three 
branches are distinguished by superscripts j, j = 1, 2, 3, with the super­
scripts left off the independent variable time and all subscripts wherever 
the usage makes the value of the superscript clear. The projecton opera­
tor development which follows actually uses time transformation (4.5) 
since it is the more general of the two time transformations. In add­
ition, the development is for a state variable inequality constraint 
since the control variable inequality constraint is essentially a trivial 
special case. 
Adopting the time transformation (4.5) and assuming that branch 2 
is the one constrained arc, the minimization problem can be stated as; 
Find the three scalar control functions uJ, j = 1, 2, 3 and the three 
scalar control parameters j = 1, 2, 3 which minimize 
3 
J = 0[x3(Tf)] + ^  Tf jJ(xj, uj, t) dt, (5.9) 
j=l 0 
subject to the n^^-order nonlinear dynamics on each branch 
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.J (T) = F^(xj, C^j, T), xJ(0) = x^, j = 1, 2, 3, (5.10) 
with x^ given, x-^^^(O) = x^(t^) for = 1, 2, subject to the p (p s n) 
terminal state constraints 
4'[x (t^)J - 0, (5.11) 
subject to the control variable equality constraint 
(x^, u^, T) = 0 (5.12) 
along the constrained arc, and subject to the mid-point constraints 
Nf x^ (i ^ ) ,0^] = ^ [x^T ) ,  0 ,1] 
s4-l[xl(Tf), 
= 0, 
(5.13) 
where it is assumed on each branch that F(x, u,T) equals AF(x, u, 
t^ + #7), ^(x, u, a, T) equals CK'L(x, u, t^ + ŒT) , s^x,&) equals s^x, t^+ 
&TG) K = 1, 2, ..., (q-1), and s (x, u, a, T) equals S'^(x, u, t^ + Q'T) . 
Linearization of the system dynamics (5.10) about nominal x^(T), 
u"(T), and OF J gives 
6XJ (T)=FJ (XJ ,UJ ,cï^ ,7) 5X(T) +F^(X^ ,U'^ ,0''^ ,T) 6U^ (T) + (X-',U^ ,A^ ,T) 6Q,-^ j=l,2,3 
(5.14) 
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for which 
6XJ(T)=5J(T,0)ôx^(0)-L-R ÇJ(T,t)FJ(t)6UJ(t)dt+R^ $j(T,t)F^(t)dt 6^^ j=l,3. 
Jo Jo * 
(5.15) 
If each element of N[x^, is differentiable with respect to x^ and 
and if each iteration in the process satisfies Eq. (5.13), then near 
a nominal X^(T^) and 
a^]6x^(Tg) + N^[X^(T^), al]6e^ = 
1 1, 
N[ (x^ + ox^) , a + ôa^J - N[X^(T ), = 0. 
T =TF : 
(5.16) 
Combining Eq. (5.15) with Eq. (5.16), after noting 6x (0) = 0, yields 
Ç ^ N S^(Tr,t)F^(t)6u^(t)dt + C ^ N 3^(Tr,t)F^(t)dt + N = 0 
J 0 
which can be simplified to 
NX9^(T t)F,^(t)ôul(t)dt + 
0 
u 
f N^§(T^,t)F^(t)dt + N 
0/ aj 
6a^=0. (5.17) 
Defining the q x 1 time varying matrix g (t) as 
§^(t) = t)F^(t) (5.18) 
and the q x 1 constant matrix v as 
Y ^ t)F^(t)dt 
'O 
N 
a 
(5.19) 
Eq. (5,17) is simplified to 
^ S^(t)ôu^(t)dt + = 0, (5.20) 
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From Eq. (5.15) 6x^(7) and ôx^(T) are determined by 
6x^(T) = 5^(T, 0)5x3(0) + $(T, t)Fy(t)5u3(t)dt 
+ S(T,t)F3(t)dt ôof^ (5.21) 
0 
and 
6x^(T) = ^  J^(T, t)F^(t)ôu^(t)dt \ - 11 
•^0 " 
+ \"^ {1(T, t)F (t)dt SOfl. (5.22) 
-0 
The specification that s^ equal zero on branch two requires 
6 s (X^, U^, , T) = S^GX^ + S^6U^ + S^Ô^Z = 0. X - Q, 
2 Solving for 6u from the above equation 
6u^(T) = - S^/S^ÔX^(T) - s^Vs^G#^ 
" or u 
which can then be combined with Eq. (5.14) to obtain 
• 2 
ÔX (T) = [F^ - F^ /s9]6x2(T) + [F^ - F^ (5.23) 
X u X u " ^  C k ' U Q . U  
The variation of x^(T) can then be written as 
6xf(T) = 52(7,0)6x2(0) + sf(T,t) [pZ - F? s^/s^Odt (5.24) 
Jo Q- " " 
where now $2(r,t) is the state transition matrix of the linearized 
system (5.23) as opposed to the linear system (5.14). 
3 9 2 1 
Since 6x (0) equals ôx (T^) and ^x (0) equals 6x C^^) » Eqs. (5.21), 
(5.22) and (5.24) can be combined to yield 
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6x3(T ) = e3(T , 0)$2(T 0)$l(T^,t)F^(t)dt 5a^ 
^ ' 0 a 
+ \'^ 5^(T.,0)5^(T-,t) [F2 - sS/s^ïdC 6a' 
^>0 r t a u cy u 
+ ê3(T^^c)p3(c)dc b}] 
• 0 
+ 9^(Tf,0)$^(T^,0)§^(Tj,t)Fu(t)6u^(t)dt 
0 
+ Tf 5^(T t)F^(t)5u3(t)dt. (5.25) 
Now, if each element of vCx^] is differentiable with respect to x^ 
and if each iteration in the process satisfies Eq. (5.11), then near a 
nominal x (T^) 
V^[x3(Tf)]6x3(Tf) = orx^(Tf)+6x3(Tf)] - *[x3(Tf)] = 0. (5.26) 
-2 -3 
For convenience, define the p x 1 time-varying matrices 5 (t) and § (t) 
and the p x 1 constant matrices , Y^, and as 
= Vx5^(Tf, 0)s2(Tg, 0)$1(T2^ 
5^(c) = t)F^(t) 
Y^ = ^  ^  YxS^('g, 0)5^(7^, COs^CT^, t)F^(t)dt, 
Y^ = 0)e^X^f, C)[F2(c)-F2 s4/sS]dt, 
f t a u Q> u 
and y'^ = \ '^ txS^(^f' t)F^(t)dt. 
^0 
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Due to the five preceding definitions and Eq. (5.25), Eq. (5.26) becomes 
-ry oa 1- Y 0^ -r y Oa 
(5.27) 
^ §^(t) 6u^ (t) dt 4- Ç''f p^(t)6u^(t)dt + 6q'^=0-
0 
1 3 
Now let Q be the Cartesian product of U , U , and A, i.e. 
1 3 1 1 
FJ = U X U X A, where U is a set of scalar control functions u (T) , 
3 3 
U is a set of scalar control functions u (T), and A is a set of 3-vector 
12 3 
control parameters q,, with elements a , or , and a . Therefore, f} contains 
vectors ,ju of the form 
X. "A;^(T)-
= 
~u (T)-
U^ (T) 
1 
LU a 
3 
2 
"^4 
a 
3 
_^5 _ a 
'U^(T) 
U^CT) 
q: 
2 
The control u (?) for branch 2 is not an independent variable since it is 
determined by Eq. (5.12) and therefore is not an element of yj* The 
variation of a vector x belonging to Q defined in the natural way as 
= 
6w^(T) ~6u (T)-
6^2(7) 5u3(T) 
6'ju 
2 
^ 2 
Ox, 
4 
6Q' 
3 
5X-5 _ _6<y _ 
"-SulcT)-
6U^(T) 
àa 
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is also an element of C. Define Q as the subset of Cl such that all 
control variations belonging to Q satisfy Eq. (5.16) and (5.26). Q i 
then the set of admissible control variations for this optimal control 
problem. 
Now define the (q p) x 5 time-varying matrix ?(t), the (q+p) x 1 
time matrices s(t) and p (t) and the (q-rp) x 3 constant matrix y as 
and 
- (t) = 
gCc) = 
(t) = 
Y 
E^(C) 1 0 1 / I 0 1 0 
1 = 3(c) 1 Y' 1 Y3 I Y\ 
' 
~ 0 ~ 
L ' 
1 
<
 
0 ! 0 
_ Y '  !  Y' 1 Y^ _ 
(5. 
Also define an inner product on Q by 
(v, w) = \ -^ v, (T)W (T)dr -I- V ^ V (t)W (T)dT -h 
5 
\ '  • 
' 0  i=3 
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If the rows of Q(t), which are denoted by the row vectors 
Ç (Q = q+p), are linearly independent, they span a Q-dimensional subspace, 
call it Q", of Q. From Eqs. (5.20) and (5.27), the set of admissible 
control variations C can be defined by the relation 
5 = [51 G n: <G'i,6w> = 0, i = 1, 2, Q]. (5.29) 
Once again requiring Q to be a Hilbert space, Q is the direct sum of 
G and 0*. Next, define the projection operator P as P[ ôœJ = 6uu, where 
6x is the unique projection of 6u; onto fi. The subspace Q*, defined 
earlier, is given by 
Q 
n* = fsw e n: = Z Tl. r  - 3 > 
i=l ^ ^  
- {6u; e àx ~ ^  T]}» (5.30) 
where T| is a Q-vector with constant elements T|^, T]^, ..., 7]^. 
Using the fact that n = Q © Q* and Eqs. (5.29) and (5.30) the 
following set of equations is generated. 
<c'i' c TD = <Ci. 
(G'2' C 
<G' , C' T& = 5w>. 
The above set of equations is more concisely written using the definitions 
of p(t), p(t) and V as 
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^ 96' dt + pf 33 \ -^ PP' dt + YV 
0 ^0 
Tj = \ ^ 35u^ dt + \ ^ pôu^ dt -:- Y ôo-. (5.31) 
^0 "JQ 
Since 6^ is equal to ôi- minus 5uj-'', solving the above equation for T| and 
combining this with Eq. (5.30) gives 
- 1 _  .  
)'x = 'iJi - r* 
+ Y 
rT 
\ ^ 33' dt + \ ' ^  PP' dt -1- YY' 
0 Jo 
\ ^  96 
>-• 0 
u^ dt + \ ^p5u^ dt 
•^0 
(5.32) 
The above equation does not give the exact form of the projection operator 
but does supply all the needed information to apply the projection oper­
ator technique to the optimization problem. 
Bryson, Denham, and Dreyfus^ have derived the necessary minimizing 
conditions for the Mayer formulation of the preceding optimal control 
problem. After adjoining the dynamical system to the cost functional with 
the n-vector multiplier function >,(7) and including the additional terms 
accounting for the problem of Bolza formulation and the linear time trans-
forsûticn, the first vcricticn of the cost functional J due to a variation 
of the control vector is 
6J = [(0% - + (0) -
+ [>.'^(0) - (T^)]ôx^(T.) + r'f [(H^ + x'^ )ôxVH^ + 
^ ^ u Of 
^ r (H^ \'^) + H^5u^ H^6^^]dt. 
0 * 
(5.33) 
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The function H (the Hamiltonian) is defined as 
H[x, u, CY, À , TJ = j&LX, U, a, TJ + X'F [x, u, a, T] 
on each branch and therefore superscripts are left off. Choosing 
X'J (T) = - H-" = - £-• - X'-l F-* , j = 1, 3 
XX X 
I J _ ) ' j F j 
(T) = - S^/S^ , 
X U X u 
with boundary conditions 
(TF) = 0^, (T,) = (0), and (0) , 
Eq. (5.33) simplifies to 
oJ = f H^5u dt + ^"^f H^ôu^ dt + dt 6or^ 
4 -  r f  q ,  q  V' LH 
0 
s^/s^Jdt oo;2 + dt . 
Of U Of u Of 
(5.34) 
If the gradient is defined as 
g = "H 
H 
dt 
r[H^ - s^/s^jdt 
J Of U (y U 
J 3 dt a (5.35) 
with the obvious limits on the integrals, Eq. (5.34) can be written as 
6J - (gj Ô'JD)* (5.36) 
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Since the gradient (5.35) can written as g plus g*, Eq. (5.36) becomes 
6J = (g*, 6'JJ> + (g, 6x) = (g, 6aj>. 
Since the control varitation in Eq. (5.36) must be an admissible control 
variation. For an extremum, 6J must be zero for arbitrary 5^; this can 
happen only if 'g = 0. 
If 0^ and represent the stepsize and direction of search, respec­
tively, then and letting p^ = -g^ assures that 5J is 
negative at each iteration. This is again the steepest descent method of 
picking the direction of search. The one-dimensional minimization tech­
nique outlined in Chapter 2 is applicable to problems treated in this 
chapter provided that be substituted for u. At some steps the projection 
operator technique developed in this chapter may require the use of a 
constrained one-dimensional minimization. The constrained one-dimensional 
minimization technique and its application is discussed later. 
One technique for treating unspecified final times and any unspecified 
mid-poini: times is that of a linear time transformation such as presented 
by Eq. (4.5), and the results of this have just been shown. There are 
basically two ways for treating unspecified final or mid-point times. 
The other technique is that of using the unspecified times themselves 
as control parameters as opposed to using the time intervals as control 
parameters. The derivation of the necessary minimizing conditions and the 
projection operator for this other formulation is actually quite straight­
forward. However, the application of it to a problem requires changing 
the integration limits, and this greatly complicates the programming logic. 
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For completeness, a brief derivation of the projection operator for this 
latter technique is given below. 
Returning to the original statement of the optimal control problem 
(5.1-5.5) the mid-point constraints which must be satisfied are 
Nrx(t^), t2_] = ' S[x(t^) , t^] 
S^[x(t^), t^] 
= 0. 
which requires that 
N^dx + Nj^dt = N[X + dx, t + dt] - N[X, t] = 0. (5.38) 
Linearization of the system dynamics (5.2) about a nominal u(t) and 
x(t) gives 
6x(t) = f^Xx, u, t)6x(t) + f^(x, u, t)6u(t), = 0. (5.39) 
If x^(t) represents a trajectory which enters the constraint at t^ and 
X2(t) is a neighboring trajectory which enters the constraint at t^ -h dt, 
then 
dx(t^) = x^(t^ +dt^) - x^(t^) = ox(t^) + x(t^)dt^ 
where 
5x(t ) = \ 5(t^, T) f^(T) 5u(T)dT 
and #(t, t) is the strte transition matrix of the linearized system 
(5.39), Eq. (5.38)then becomes 
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C ^ N §(t. , T)f (T)6u(T)dT + {N x(t:) + N ]dt = 0. 
'  v i  U  X i  L  1  
Co 
Defining the q x 1 time-varying matrix (i") and the q x 1 constant 
matrix as 
and 
x(t") + 
the preceding equation is simplified to 
\ ^ ;^(T) ôu('^)dT + Y^dt^ = 0. (5.40) 
^o 
In addition, the terminal state constraints (5.3) must be satisfied 
at each iteration so that 
iy^[x(t^)] dx(tj) = y[x(t^) + dx(t^) ] -  v L x(t^)] = 0- (5.41) 
The equation to calculate dx(t^) is 
dx(t^) = Ô(t^, t ) ôxCtg) + \ $ (t^, T) f^ ( T )  6u(T)dT + x(tg)dt^. (5.42) 
Jtg 
Along the constrained arc Eq. (5.8) must be satisfied. Solving for 6u 
from Eq. (5.8) and combining with Eq. (5.39) gives the linear system the 
form 
6x(t) = [f^ + f^ s^/s^]ôx (5.43) 
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and consequently 
ôxCtg) = ^ (t^, t^)ûx(t^) + [xCt^-xCt"^) Jdt^ (5.44) 
where 9(t, is now the state transition matrix of the linear system 
(5.43) as opposed to the linear system (5.39). Obtaining ôx(t^) in an 
analogous manner, the value of 6 x(t^) is determined by 
6x(tp = \ 0(t^,T)f^(T)5u(T)dT + [x(t^)-x(ti)]dt. 
• to 
Combining this expression for ôx(t^) with Eqs. (5.42) and (5.44), the 
expression for dx(t^) becomes 
r^i 
dx(tj) = \ ç(tg, t^)^(t^, t^)5(t^, T)f^(T)ôu(r)dT 
+ ^ $(tf, T)fy(T)ôu(T)dT + 5(t^, t2)co(t2,t^)[x(tp-x(t^)]dt^ 
^2 
-i- 5(t^, t2)Lx(t2)-^(t^) jdt^ + x(t^)dt^. (5.45) 
As a notations 1 convenience, define the p x 1 time-varying matrices 
^^(T) and s^(^) and the p x 1 constant matrices Y^, , and Y^ as 
S^(T ) = t^)§(t^, T)f^(T)5u(T)dT, 
= Yx.ô(Cf, T)f^(T) Ûu(T)dT, 
Y^ = t2)^(t2, t^)rx(t~)-x(ti)J , 
Y^ = YxS(tg, t2)ra(t-)-x(t2)],  
end Y^ = y x(t ). 
•  X  f  
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Due to the five preceding definitions and Eq. (5.45), Eq. (5.41) becomes 
\ ^ |^(")ôu(T)d" + r 3 j3(T)6u(T)dT + v"<3t + Y^dt 4-Y^dt . (5.46) 
. t2 - 1 2 f 
1 3 
The control space — is now the Cartesian product of U , U , and T 
where is a set of control functions on the time interval t^ co t^, 
3 U is a set of control functions on the time interval t^ to t^, and T is 
a set of 3-element control parameter vectors t. The three elements of 
the vector t are the unspecified times t^, t^, and t^. Define an inner 
product on fi as 
^ ^ 5 
( v, W> = \ ^ v(T)w(T)dT + r ^ v('r)w(T) d T  + V  V . w ^ .  
^2 i=3 " 
Defining the matrices r(?), p(T), p(T), and y in the same manner as 
earlier in this chapter, the development of the two projection operators 
is identical. The analogous equation to Eq. (5.32) is 
_ ~i _t^ ~1 
6a; = S'x - S?' dt -i- ipp' dt + YYj "p6u dc \ ~p6u dt-fv ô ij,(5.47) 
The necessary minimizing conditions for the present optimization 
problem are again taken from Bryson, Denham, and Dreyfus^After ad­
joining the dynamical system to the cost functional with the r-vector 
multiplier function \(t) and including the additional terms accounting 
for the Bolza formulation of the problem instead of the Mayer formulation, 
the first variation of the cost functional J due to a variation of the 
control vector ~ is 
= L (0x - ) «ix] + L (\'x+L)^.^^^]dt^+[x'(t^) - X'(tp]dx(t^) 
+ L~ (X'X-;- L) + (X'x4-L)^_^-]dt^ + LX'(C^) - X' (t^) ]dx(t^ ) 
r'^i ^ 
-i- [-(X'x+L) + + (x'x+L) - jdt, + \ [ (H +x') Sx + H fiuJdt 
C=t-, L—C_ -L ^ 
The function H (the Hamiltonian) is defined as 
H[X, U, X , t] = L(x, u, t) + X'f(x, u, t) . 
Choosing 
along the trajectory where the constraint is not active and 
X' (t) = -Hx + H s^/gq 
^ U x U 
between time points t^ and t^ with boundary conditions 
X' (tf) = 0^, X' (tp = x' (^2) , and x' (t^) = x' (tp , 
Eq. (5.48) simplifies to 
Ô J  = [(X'x+ L )  jdtr + L~(X'X4-L) + -T- (X'x+ L )  -1dt 
t=t£ I t=t2 Z-Z2-' L 
L- (X'x-r L) + 4- (x'x+L) _^dt + \ 5u(t) dt H- \ Cu(t)dt. (5.49) 
t=ti t=ti 1 J u .)t„ u 
o 2 
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Defining the gradient as 
g = TH (t) , t £ t ? t 
u o 1 
H (t) 
f u 
[-(>.' X + -I- (x' X + 
1 1 
[-a' X + L) + (\' X + j 
9  
[ (>i' X L) ] 
t=t j; f 
(5.50) 
Eq. (5.44) is further simplified to 
6J = ( g, ÔX ) = ( g" + g, ûo) ) = < g, ôœ > . 
Again, for an extremum, 6J must be zero for arbitrary ox; this can only 
happen if g = 0. The method of steepest descent can be applied to this 
problem by picking a direction of search in the negative gradient direction. 
All computations performed on the two numerical examples presented 
in this section were made on an IBM 360/65 computer using double precision 
Runge-Kutta program with the time interval divided into uniform segments 
along each constrained or unconstrained arc. The entire time interval 
was divided into 50 segments, and the uniform segment size of the various 
arcs was kept approximately equal. The same quadratic polynomial inter­
polation scheme mentioned earlier (with one exception which will be 
mentioned later) was used for each one-dimensional minimization. 
Numerical Examples 
arithmetic. All integrations were performed using a standard 4^^-order 
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Neither example presented has one constrained arc for which the 
projection operators here were developed. In the one case this neces­
sitates a simplification of the previous development, and in the other 
case it requires a straightforward extension of the previous development. 
Both example problems have fixed terminal times. This requires for a 
total of k constrained and unconstrained arcs that the additional equation 
Of T ^  -r + ... + Ck'^'Tf — - C (5.51) 
t ± O 
be satisfied at each iteration when the linear time translation (4.5) is 
utilized. The additional equation 
e- + 3% + ... + = t^ - t^ (5.52) 
must be satisfied when the linear time translation (4.4) has been used. 
The variation of Eq. (5.51) is 
4- ... = 0 (5.53) 
and the variation of Eq. (5.52) is 
+ 62% + + 52% = 0, (5.54) 
There are many ways of ensuring the satisfaction of the previously 
mentioned equations. One obvious way is to treat Eq. (5.53) or Eq. (5.54) 
as an additional row of Ç(t) in Eq. (5.28), thus making it a (q -i- p + 1) 
X 5 time-varying matrix and making ^  a (q + p + 1)-vector, at least for 
the one constrained arc case treated earlier. In this investigation 
i 
and "a- were solved for in terms of ^ , i=l, 2 ,  . . .  ,  (k-1) and 
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i = 1, 2, (k-1) from either Eqs. (5.51) and (5.53) or Eqs. (5.52) 
and (5.54) and substituted into Eqs. (5.20), (5.27), (5.9) and (5.10). 
This procedure has the effect of decreasing the dimensionality of the 
control vector and changing [ (t) to a (q -i- p) x 4 time-varying matrix 
while retaining as a (q -r p)-vector. Alternately, any other of the 
o^^'s and So'^'s could be solved for in terms of the other k-1 "^^'s and 
6^^'s and a similar procedure carried out. 
If neither of the linear time transformations are used but rather 
the time points themselves used as the control parameters, a much easier 
technique of specifying a fixed time point is used. In particular, if 
the i^^ time point is specified, the i^^ column of Y is deleted. This 
in turn requires also deleting a column from C(t). 
It was mentioned earlier that the use of the one-dimensional minimiza­
tion in this chapter differs somewhat from its use in previous chapters. 
Referring to Fig. 9, is the result of determining 6 such that j[ufGp] 
as a function of 9 is a minimum where p still represents the projected 
direction of search. The parameter is the result of determining 9 
such that J~(ufSp) ] as a function of 9 is a minimum. This parameter 9x 
is the stepsize used in the preceding chapters of this report and from 
now on is referred to as the unconstrained stepsize. The parameter 9^ 
shall be referred to as the constrained stepsize parameter. The exact 
reason for using this constrained stepsize parameter at any given step in 
the minimization process will be explained in the discussion of the 
individual example problem. However, in general, the stepsize is con­
strained so that a certain element or elements of the control do not vary 
(«'ost functional, J 
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by more than a given amount. Two important things to remember about the 
constrained one-dimensional minimization are: a) that the minimization 
still occurs along the constraint surface, and b) that if 9^ is larger 
than 6^ the one-dimensional minimization occurring in this chapter is 
identical with that of previous chapters. 
One additional numerical scheme used in this chapter and not in the 
previous ones is the use of a conjugate direction algorithm in addition 
to the use of steepest descent. The conjugate gradient algorithm used 
13 
here can be described by picking the direction of search to be 
P. = -g. + 
3 = ( Si , 8i>/<gi_i' 8i_i> , i > 0, 
3= 0 ,  i  =  0 .  ( 5 . 5 5 )  
Historically, the above conjugate gradient algorithm was first 
used by engineers for unconstrained parameter optimization problems. The 
obvious intent was to obtain the solution to the parameter optimization 
problem more quickly then possible by steepest descent by taking advantage 
of the algorithm's quadratic convergence capabilities. The algorithm was 
first used in connection with optimal control problems by Lasdon, Mitter, 
Q 
and Waren. 
Rectangular wing problem 
The problem of minimizing the skin mass of the cantilever straight 
wing shewn in Fig. 10 subject to a i?.inimu~ skin thickness constraint is 
Line of aerodynamic centers 
Fig. 10. Cantilever wing with constant chord. 
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treated both theoretically and numerically by indirect optimization tech-
35 
niques by Armand and Vitte. The wing cross-sectional profile, constant 
along the span, has a lift-coefficient slope and the wing's elastic 
axis is perpendicular to the free stream. The system is governed by the 
2^^-order differential equation 
+  q C E a g G  = 0  ( 5 . 5  6 )  
where q, G, and J are respectively the dynamic pressure, the modulus of 
rigidity, and the polar moment of inertia, and C and E are defined in 
Fig. 5. Eq. (5.56) is subject to the boundary conditions 
9(0) = 0, (5.57) 
and rCJ ^ ^  = 0. (5.58) 
The first states that the wing is fixed at X = 0, while the second 
indicates that there is no applied torque at the free end with X = L. 
3 5 
Armand and Vitte assume the torsional stiffness of the wing is 
dominated by the contribution from the skin so the torsion constant J is 
directly proportional to the thickness T of the skin 
J = kT, (5.59) 
where k is constant. Introducing the dimensionless quantities 
X = X/L and t = T/T 
o 
where the constant skin thickness of a reference wing with identical 
cross-section, Eqs. (5.56-5.58) become 
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(t6') ' + uj-e = 0, 
9(0) = 0, 
and ~ 
The notation () ' denotes differentiation with respect to x and 
2 ^  qCEap 2 _qCEaoT2 (5.60) 
GkTo " • 
Armand and Vitte^^ show that a flutter condition exists for a uni­
form panel (t=l) for oj = (2n+l)TT/2, n = 0, 1, 2, ***, The lowest value of 
rju for which flutter can exist is T^/2. This corresponds to the torsional 
divergence dynamic pressure of 
4CEaoL2. 
The optimization problem can now be stated as: 
^1 
Minimize \ t(x)dx 
•-^0 
nd 
subject to the 2 -order differential equation 
( t e ' ) '  +  =  0  
with boundary conditions 
i(0) = 0 and [tg'] = 0, 
x=l 
and subject to the skin thickness constraint 
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t(x) > t , 
min' 
while holding OJ equal to TÎ/2. 
The minimization problem can be transformed into more familar 
notation by letting 
t = X, 
u(t) = t(x) , 
x^(t) = e (x) , 
and x^Ct) = te ' (x) . 
Now the optimal control problem is to determine the scalar control func­
tion u(t), 0 < t < 1 which minimizes the cost functional 
dt 
subject to the z'^^-order dynamical system 
x^(t) = X2(t)/u(t), x^(0) = 0, 
x^(t) = (t) , x„(l) = 0, X = n/2, 
^  ^  y  
and subject to the control inequality constraint 
- %in > 0" 
3 S 
The analytical solution obtained by Armand and Vitte for the above 
optimal conirol problem is 
u(t) 
^min + (t2 - [2), 0 < t < t 1 
u(t) t < t < 1 
1 — 
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where the initial contact point of the constrained arc, is given by 
the solution of the transcendental equation 
_ /"min 
1 O) 
cotan 
_/ 4nin 
The optimal control is shown to be unique, but this control determines 
only the shape of the state variables and not the magnitudes. 
The nonuniqueness of the state variables could be treated (see 
20 
McCart, Haug, and Streeter ) by specifying the value of XgCO). In an 
effort to keep the problem solution as general as possible and also to 
utilize the material in Chapter 3 of this report concerning missing in­
itial conditions of state variables the value of x^CO) was not fixed. It 
is interesting to note, however, that after the first three or four steps 
of each solution attempted the value of x^CO) is essentially constant and 
the gradient element associated with this variable is essentially zero. 
Treating x^CO) as a variable does add an additional term to the projection 
operator derived in this chapter which must be obtained from Chapter 3. 
However, this Is a straightforward process. 
Five solutions were attempted for the proposed optimal control pro­
blem. They are denoted as solution one, solution two, etc. In addition, 
two different nominal controls were used, denoted as nominal control one 
and nominal control two. Both initial conditions have the minimum control 
level u equal to 0.5 and x„(0) equal to 0,3. The control time history 
mm 2 
u(t) , 0<t<t^, and the contact time t^ for both initial controls are 
shown in Fig, 11, These two nominals were chosen to demonstrate the 
1.5 -
1 . 0  
0.5 -
0 . 0  
Nominal one 
Optimal 
Nomina 1 two 
0 .0  0 . 2  0.4 0 . 6  0 . 8  
vO 
vO 
1 . 0  
Nondimensional distance along the wing, t 
Fig. 11. Optimal and nominal controls for rectangular wing problem. 
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ability of the proposed algorithm to obtain the correct optimal skin 
thickness distribution whether the nominal value of t^ was to the right 
or to the left of the optimal value of t^. 
The use of the constrained one-dimensional minimization can now be 
explained by referring to Fig. 11. Due to the physical interpretation 
of the control being the skin thickness the nominal controls one and two 
have been drawn as two solid straight lines connected by a dashed line. 
However, there is actually a discontinuity of the control at t^. The 
numerical iterative process should drive the control at t^, u(t^), to 
equal the value of the control at t^, u(t^), which is fixed at the min­
imum skin thickness value. During the one-dimensional minimization proc­
ess it is obviously not allowable to let the control between 0 and t^ 
take on values less than the minimum value 0.5. Referring to Fig. 9, 
the use of the constrained one-dimensional minimization stepsize 
assures that this does not happen. It is interesting to note that the 
constraint on the one-dimensional minimization is active, i.e. for 
only the first step of solutions one, two, and three, and only infrequently 
for solutions four and five. Although it is conceivable that any point in 
the control time history between 0 and t^ might try to travel below the 
minimum thickness constraint, every case where the constraint is active 
9^ has been determined by the value of the control and direction of search 
at t^. 
Solution one was obtained using steepest descent in conjunction with 
the projection operator developed using the linear time transformation 
(4.4). The convergence properties of the first twenty steps of the pro­
posed algorithm are shown in Table 6. The optimal values determined by 
Table 6, Convergence of solution one of the rectangular wing problem: steepest descent from nominal 
control one. 
Step J (g, g> Cl Gtl u(t^) gft;) NFEVAL ANFEC( 
number 
0 1.000000 (.92)10"! 0.5000 (-.37)10"! 1,5000 ( .33) 1 
0.955754 (.66)10"! 0.4601 (-.50)10"! 1.4933 ( .30) 3 3 
1 0.866995 (.32)10"! 0.7242 ( .86)10"! 0.7702 ( .33) 19 3.75 
2 0.860400 (.61)10'^ 0.6193 (-.19)10'! 0.6285 ( .15)10"! 10 2.67 
4 0.859782 (.61)lo"^ 0.7214 (-.60)10"^ 0.5688 (-.49)10"^ 7 1.33 
6 0.859689 
-4 (.11)10 0.7348 (-.27)10"^ 0.5454 (-.27)10"^ 6 1 
8 0.859667 (.30)10"^ 0.7426 (-.12)10"^ 0.5300 (-.17)10'^ 6 1 
10 0.859663 (.19)10"^ 0.7447 (-.11)10"2 0.5258 
CM 1 o
 
CM 1 6 1 
12 0.859661 (.13)10'^ 0.7461 (-.89)10"3 0.5234 (-.21)10"^ 6 1 
14 0.859660 (.92)10"^ 0.7472 (-.75)10"^ 0.5214 (-.18)10"^ 6 1 
16 0.859659 (.66)10"^ 0.7482 (-.64)10"^ 0.5196 (-.15)10"^ 6 1 
18 0.859658 (.49)10"^ 0.7491 (-.55)10"3 0.5181 (-,12) l o ' ^  6 1 
20 0.859658 (.37)10-6 0.7499 (-.48)10"3 0.5167 ( - . i o ) i o " 2  6 1 
opt. 0.859655 0 0.7590 0 0.5000 0 
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the analytical solution and denoted by 'opt.' are given below the values 
presented for the twentieth step. These first twenty steps required a 
total computer execution time of 23.45 seconds and 149 function evalua­
tions where a function evaluation is still defined as one forward and one 
backward integration of the differential equations in blocks one and two 
of the flowchart in Fig. 2. The value of g used to determine constraint 
satisfaction was (.2)10"^. 
Solution two was obtained in the same manner as solution one except 
for using nominal control two instead of nominal control one. The con­
vergence properties of the first twenty steps of the proposed algorithm 
are shown in Table 7. These twenty steps required a total computer ex­
ecution time of 21.62 seconds and 133 function evaluations. 
Solution three was obtained in the same manner as solution two ex­
cept that the conjugate gradient algorithm (5.55) is used in place of 
steepest descent. It is standard procedure in using a conjugate direction 
algorithm to restart the algorithm, i.e. perform a steepest descent step, 
after every six steps. 
The convergence properties of the first twenty steps of the proposed 
algorithm are shown in Table 8. In addition, the control iterate at the 
twentieth step is plotted on Fig. 11. This skin thickness distribution is 
indistinguishable from the analytical solution on that scale. These 
twenty steps required a total computer execution time of 22.75 seconds 
and 138 function evaluations. 
25 Tripathi and Narendra have recently treated optimal control problems 
using a combination of the two techniques mentioned earlier in this 
0 
0 
1 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
opt, 
Convergence of solution two of the rectangular wing problem; steepest descent from nominal 
control two. 
J (g, g) t^ g(. u(t^) g(C-) NFEVAL ANFECC 
0.950000 (.43) 0.9000 ( .47) 1.0000 ( .87) 1 
0.951130 (.43) 0.9001 ( .47) 1.0001 ( .87) 2 2 
0.860772 (.37)10"^ 0.7288 ( .58)10"^ 0.6538 ( .20) 12 3 
0.859784 (.25)10'^ 0.7264 (-.83)10"^ 0.5504 (-.23)10-1 9 2 
0.859702 (.29)10"^ 0.7323 (-.39)10'^ 0.5449 (-.12)10"^ 6 1 
0.859686 (.16)10"^ 0.7359 (-.29)10"^ 0.5390 (-.10)10'^ 6 1 
0.859676 (.99)lo"^ 0.7386 (-.23)10'^ 0.5346 (-.87)10'^ 6 1 
0.859670 
-5 
(.64)10 0.7408 (-.19)10'^ 0.5312 (-.74)lo'^ 6 1 
0.859667 (.43)10-5 0.7425 (-.15)10-2 0.5284 (-.63)10"2 6 1 
0.859664 (.30)10"5 0.7440 (-.13)10-2 0.5260 (-.54)10"2 6 1 
0.859662 (.22)10"^ 0.7452 (-.11) 10" 2 0.5240 (-.46)10'2 6 1 
0.859661 (.16)10" 5 0.7463 (-.94)10"^ 0,5223 (-.40)10" 2 6 1 
0.859660 (.12)10"^ 0.7472 (-.82)10"3 0.5208 (-.34)10"2 6 1 
0.859655 0 0.7590 0 0,5000 0 
St 
mirn 
0 
0 
1 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
1 2  
14 
16 
18 
20 
opt, 
Convergence of solution three of the rectangular wing problem: conjugate gradient technique 
from nominal control two. 
J (8, g> t^ u(t-) g(tp NFEVAL ANFECC 
0.950000 ( .43)  0.9000 (  .47)  1.0000 (  .87)  1 
0.951130 ( .43)  0.9001 ( .47) 1.0001 (  .87)  2 2 
0.860772 (.38)lo"^ 0.7288 ( .58)10"^ 0.6538 (  .20)  12 3 
0.859817 (.36)10"^ 0.7256 ( - .95)10"2 0.5521 (-.21)lo"^ 9 2 
0.859692 (.40)10"^ 0.7366 (-.12)10"^ 0.5509 ( .24)10'^ 7 1 
0.859658 (.32)10'^ 0.7503 
-4 
(-.73)10 0.5179 (  .44)10"^ 7 1 
0.859657 
- 6 
(.55)10 0.7508 (-.26)10"^ 0.5167 ( .40)10"^ 6 1 
0.859656 ( .30)10"* 0.7559 (-.11)10"3 0.5062 (  .85)10"^ 6 1 
0.859656 ( .28)10"? 0.7565 (-.73)10-4 0.5049 ( .24)10"^ 6 1 
0.859656 ( .40)10"? 0.7568 (-.ii)io"3 0.5043 - 3 (  .36)10 6 1 
0.859656 ( .18)10"? 0.7577 (-.89)10"^ 0.5024 (-.44)10'4 6 1 
0.859656 (.14)10"? 0.7582 (-.67)10'^ 0.5017 (  .27)10"^ 6 1 
0.859656 
-8 
(.99)10 0.7582 
-4 
(-.79)10 0.5015 ( .78)10"^ 6 1 
0.859655 0 0.7590 0 0.5000 0 
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chapter for handling unspecified final or mid-point times. They develop 
what they call a modified multiplier method and treat optimal control 
problems with unspecified terminal times using a penalty function to sat­
isfy terminal state constraints. Their method uses a gradient vector 
which is a simplified version of Eq. (5.50) to determine the factor by 
which the time scale should be expanded or compressed as done by the lin­
ear time translations (4.4) or (4,5). No mathematical foundation is given 
which would authenticate such a combination of techniques which seems to 
violate both techniques discussed in this report. The rationale behind its 
use is evidently the numerical experience indicating that it indeed works. 
This is perhaps the best endorsement that any numerical technique could 
receive and justifies an attempt to use it here in conjunction with the 
projection operator technique. 
Solution four was obtained in accordance with the Tripathi and 
25 
Narendra approach. That is, the gradient information for the steepest 
descent algorithm is defined by Eq. (5.50), the projection operator used 
with this gradient information is the one defined by Eq. (5.42), and the 
time point t^ is varied by a compression or expansion of the time scale. 
Nominal solution one was used for this solution. The convergence properties 
of the first eighteen steps of the proposed algorithm are shown in Table 9. 
'I'hcsc eighteen steps required a total computer execution time of 30 sec­
onds nnd 227 function evaluations. As should be expected from the combin­
ing of the two techniques, the ability of this new technique to correct a 
control back to the constraint surface is penalized. To lessen the degree 
of this penalty the value of e used to determine constraint satisfaction 
was (.2)10 ^ rather than (.2)10 ^. 
Table 9. Convergence of solution four of the rectangular wing problem: steepest descent from nominal 
control one. 
Step 
number 
J (g, g) tl Gtl u(t-) g(t;) NFEVAL ANFEC 
0 1.500000 (.16) 0.5000 (-.89)10"! 1.5000 ( .64) 1 
0^ 0.953571 (.13) 0.4618 (-.10) 1.4873 ( .63) 3 3 
1 0.864624 (.13)10"! 0.6579 (-.41)10'! 0.8184 ( .31) 20 4 
2 0.861523 (.80)10"^ 0.6956 (-.14)10"! 0.5337 (-.33) 8 3 
4 0.859918 (.49)10"^ 0.7147 (-.13)10"! 0.5618 (-.77)10"! 15 3.75 
6 0.859751 (.11)10'^ 0.7255 (-.75)10'^ 0.5491 (-.51)10"! 11 2.67 
8 0.859705 
-4 
(.59)10 0.7323 (-.48)10"^ 0.5379 (-.46)lo" 9 2 
10 0.859681 
-4 
(.63)10 0.7388 (-.25)10'^ 0.5226 (-.60)10 9 2 
12 0.859666 
-4 
(.27)10 0.7441 (-.14)10'^ 0.5180 (-.39)10 10 2 
14 0.859661 
-4 
(.21)10 0.7472 (-.85)10"^ 0.5132 (-.36)10" 10 2 
16 0.859658 
-4 
(.12)10 0.7510 (-.38)10"3 0.5082 (-.27)10"! 13 2 
18 0.859656 (.44)10"* 0.7514 (-.25)10'^ 0.5132 (-.49)10"2 14 1.33 
opt. 0.859655 0 0.7590 0 0.5000 0 
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Solution five was obtained in exactly the same manner as solution 
four with the exception of starting from nominal control two. The con­
vergence properties of the first eighteen steps of the proposed algorithm 
are shown in Table 10. These eighteen steps required a total computer 
execution time of 30 seconds and 230 function evaluations. 
Panel flutter problem 
Consider the initially flat panel of infinite span and length L shown 
in Fig. 12. The panel is assumed simply supported and has one side ex­
posed to a parallel, high Mach number supersonic flow. The problem of 
minimizing the weight of a panel of sandwich construction constrained to 
a specific flutter speed has been treated numerically by Mcintosh, Weis-
shaar, and Ashley^^ and Weisshaar.^^ The same problem with a panel of 
solid construction rather than sandwich construction has been numerically 
35 38 
treated by Armand and Vitte and Pierson. 
Neglecting midplane stress and aerodynamic damping and assuming 
zlcstic bsr.dir.g and simple hartnonic motion, the A^'^-order ordinary non-
dimensional differential equation governing this system is 
[ô(x)w'' (x)] ' ' +x-w'(x) - (q-TD^ (x)w(x) = 0 (5.56) 
where x = X/L, X = distance along the panel. 
w = W/L, W = panel deflection. 
5(x) = D(x)/Dp, D = panel stiffness, 
= constant stiffness of reference panel, 
0/ = uu = fundamental flutter frequency, 
Table 10. Convergence of solution fivo of the rectangular wing problem: steepest descent from 
nominal control two. 
Step J (g, g> t g u(t") g(t') NFEVAL ANFECC 
number ^ 1 ^ 1 
0 0.950000 (.45) 0.9000 ( .47) 1.0000 ( .97) 1 
0.951127 (.45) 0.9001 ( .47) 1.0001 ( .97) 2 2 
1 0.861144 
- 2 
(.40)10 0.6927 (-.25) lo"^ 0.6734 ( .15) 15 4 
2 0.860065 
- 3 
(.59)10 0.7049 
-1 
(-.20)10 0.5948 (-.21)10 12 3 
4 0.859744 (.75)10"* 0.7259 (-.76)10"^ 0.5560 (-.22)10 11 2 
6 0.859697 (.33)10"* 0.7335 (-.45)10"^ 0.5410 (-.26)10"^ 9 2 
8 0.859680 
-4 
(.23)10 0.7378 (-.31)10"^ 0.5323 (-.28)10'^ 9 2 
10 0.859670 (.30)10"* 0.7423 (-.18)10"^ 0.5208 (-.41)10'^ 9 2 
12 0.859662 (.14)lo"* 0.7460 (-.11)10"^ 0.5172 (-.28)10'^ 10 2 
14 0.859660 (.12)10"* 0.7484 (-.72)10'^ 0.5130 (-.28)10" 10 2 
16 0.859658 (.99) lo"^ 0.7515 (-.34)10"^ 0.5079 (-.24)10" 13 2 
18 0.859656 (.20)10'^ 0.7518 (-.25)10'^ 0.5129 (-.28)10"^ 18 1 
opt. 0,859655 0 0.7590 0 0.5000 0 
9 00 » M 00 
o 
VD 
Fig. 12. Simply supported panel of infinite span in supersonic flow. 
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0)^  = fundamental frequency of reference panel 
for free vibration, 
M-(x) = m(x)/m^ , m(x) = mass per unit length 
m = mass per unit length of reference 
o 
panel, 
2n 
and ~ " , ' > q = dynamic pressure, 
D /M^ -1 
N = Mach number. 
The notation ()' again represents differentiation with respect to x. 
The 4^^-order differential equation is subject to the boundary conditions 
w(0) = w(l) = 0, 
and r6(x)w" = [ 5 (x)w" (x) = 0. 
The first states that there is zero deflection of the panel at either end, 
while the second indicates that there is no moment applied at either end 
or that the structure is simply supported. 
The values cf end 3 for tha reference panel of uniform t'^ickness 
38 
are 343.36 and 1.8127, respectively. From the definition of it 
can be seen that XQ characterizes the flutter speed of the panel. Fixing 
constitutes a dynamic constraint on the problem. Throughout the min­
imization process, must be held fixed while allowing a and the panel 
thickness to vary. Although the projection operator could be revised to 
treat # as a control parameter, this investigation fixes it at the uniform 
panel value to simplify the problem solution. Since other numerical 
37 38 
experience ' indicates that the optimal value of or and the uniform 
Ill 
panel value of are not very different, this simplification should not 
greatly penalize the result of the minimizing technique. 
If t(x) is defined as the ratio between the panel thickness and the 
uniform thickness of the reference panel, 6(x) for the solid panel equals 
t (x) and |j, (x) for the solid panel equals t(x). In addition, after 
defining the new variables 
t = X, 
u(t) = t(x), 
x^(t) = w(x) , 
x^Ct) = w' (x) , 
x^(t) = t^(x) w''(x), 
and x^(t) = [t^(x) w''(x)]', 
the problem of minimizing the mass of the panel with a minimum thickness 
constraint on the skin thickness can be stated as: 
•^ 0 
subject to the 4^^-order dynamical system 
Xi(t) = x^Ct), x^(0) = x^(l) = 0, 
X2(t) = x^(t)/u^(t), 
x^Ct) = x^(t), Xg(0) = x^Cl) = 0, 
+ (aîT)\(t)x^(t) , = 343.36, a = 1.8127, 
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and subject to the control inequality constraint 
- "nin ^  
Although no one has been able to obtain an analytical solution for 
35 
this optimal control problem, Armand and Vitte have shown the optimal 
37 
control to be symmetrical about the mid-chord (t=%). Weisshaar has 
obtained a numerical solution for the sandwich construction panel with 
a 0.5 minimum thickness constraint. His solution contains three con­
strained arcs, one at either end and one in the middle. Taking this infor­
mation into consideration the skin thickness or rather the time-varying 
portion of the control UJ chosen as the nominal skin thickness is shown in 
Fig. 13. The time points t^ through t^ equal 0.5, 0.45, 0.55, and 0.95, 
respectively, for the nominal control time history. 
The optimal control problem as stated requires the optimization 
process to account for the two unspecified initial conditions on state 
variables x„ and x,. This requires again that the material from Chapter 3 
concerning missing initial conditions on state variables be utilized. The 
nominal values of X2(0) and x^(0) used in this investigation were 0.0 and 
0.1. More information concerning this topic is given with the discussion 
of the particular trial solution. 
This example problem utilizes the constrained one-dimensional min­
imization for the same purpose as discussed for the first example problem 
in this chapter. In addition, it is also used to constrain the motion 
of the skin thickness along either unconstrained arc by not more than 0.1 
on any step. This constraint is active only for the first few steps of 
0.5 
'Nominal Solution 
1 . 0  -
Solution one 
0 . 0  
0 . 2  0.4 0 . 6  0 . 8  1 . 0  
Fig. 13. Nominal and optimal solutions of panel flutter problem. 
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any of the trial solutions and was imposed to reduce the amount of func­
tion evaluations required to correct the controls back to the constraint 
surface during the one-dimensional minimization. 
Six solutions were attempted for this optimal control problem. They 
are denoted as solution one, solution two, etc. The results of these 
six trial solutions are presented in tabular form in Tables 11 through 17. 
The twelfth iterate of solution one is presented in Fig. 13 and labeled 
as 'optimal'. Tables 11 through 16 do not in general include values of 
the initial conditions on state variables x^ and x^ since they remain 
essentially constant after the first few steps. The value of e used to 
determine constraint satisfaction was (0.5)10 ^ . The techniques used to 
obtain trial solutions one through six are described below. 
Solution one was obtained using the second projection operator derived 
in this chapter letting the contact times t^ through play the role of 
control parameters and then using the method proposed by Tripathi and 
25 Narendra to implement the contact time changes. Although the proposed 
algorithm was unable to decrease the value of the cost functional J below 
the value obtained by the first twelve steps given in Table 11, the twelfth 
iterate of this trial solution does represent one of the two best approxi­
mations to the actual optimal solution. These first twelve steps of 
solution one required a total computer execution time of 58.26 seconds and 
required 173 function evaluations. 
Since the state variables evaluated along the optimal control are not 
unique for this particular optimal control problem, it would possibly be 
advantageous to fix either x^CO) or x^(0) thereby requiring the state 
Table 11. Convergence of solution one of the panel flutter problem. 
Step 
number 
J fg ,  g> t 
1 
u(t+) NFEVAL ANFECC 
0 0.900000 ( .15)10+1 0.0500 -.30) 1.0000 (  .91)  1 
0 
ù 
0.933332 (.31) 0.0369 -.28) 1.0056 ( .91) 5 5 
1 0.916424 (.57)lo"^ 0.0588 .98)10"^ 0.9115 (  .69)  10 3.5 
2 0.911119 (.43)10"^ 0.0456 -.33)10"^ 0.8193 (  .70)  11 4 
3 0.907554 (.28)10'^ 0.0502 .93)10'^ 0.7195 (  .36)  13 5 
4 0.905840 
-1 
(.22)10 0.0340 
-1 
-.36)10 0.6561 ( .57) 15 6 
5 0.904746 (.13)10'^ 0.0404 .31)10'^ 0.5551 ( - .26)  15 6 
b 0.903637 (.32)10'^ 0.0364 .11)10"^ 0.5884 ( .20) 17 4.67 
; 0.903325 (.14)10 ^ 0.0333 .44)lo"^ 0.5215 ( - .11)  20 5.67 
8 0.903208 
-3 
(.37)10 0.0325 
— 2 
.27)10 0.5406 ( .92)10 
1 
17 4.67 
9 0.903187 (.16)10'^ 0.0320 .24)10"^ 0.5202 (-.30)10" 
1 
16 4.33 
10 0.903185 
- 3 
(.18)10 0.0310 
-3 
.32)10 0.5309 ( .11) 11 4 
11 0.903177 
-4 
(.13)10 0.0310 
- 2 
.11)10 0.5176 (-.11)10" 
1 
12 3 
12 0.903177 (.78) lo'^ 0,0307 .82)10"^ 0.5144 ( .25)10" 
2 
11 4 
Table 11. Continued. 
Step 
no. 
'2 8t2 
U(L^^ gfCg) 
^3 ^^3 
u(t+)  8(4)  
0 .4500 (  .40)  1.0000 (  .79)  .5500 ( - .25)  1.0000 (  .82)  
% .4600 ( .12) 1.0157 (  .54)  .5337 ( - .26)  1.0136 (  .60)  
1 .4523 ( .ii)io" 0.9628 ( .50) .5545 ( .10)10'^ 0.9551 (  .49)  
2 .4511 (-.51)10'^ 0.8970 (  .42)  ,5529 ( .16)10'^ 0.8901 (  .45)  
3 .4585 (  .13)10" 0.8368 (  .43)  .5506 ( .26)10"! 0.8258 (  .39)  
4 .4557 (-.55)10 0.7596 (  .28)  .5463 ( .66)10"^ 0.7556 (  .36)  
5 .4654 ( .23)10 0.7100 ( .37) .5453 ( .22)10"! 0.6920 (  .25)  
6 .4622 (-.20)10"^ 0.6612 (  .20)  .5426 ( .11)10"! 0.6588 (  .23)  
7 678 (-,12)10'^ 0.5955 ( .19) .5396 ( .54)10"^ 0.5838 ( .12) 
8 .4676 (-.55)10'^ 0.5593 ( .51)10'^ .5387 ( .43)10'^ 0.5609 ( .72)10"^ 
9 .4686 (-.25) lo'^ 0.5475 
-1 
( .58)10 .5378 
- 2 
( .29)10 0.5448 ( .42)lo"^ 
10 .4696 (-.13)10'^ 0.5218 (  .62)lo"^ .5367 - 2 ( .11)10 0.5255 -1  ( .18)10 
11 .4698 (-.99)10"^ 0.5223 ( .10)10"^ .5365 ( .11)10'^ 0.5231 ( .10)10"! 
12 ,4700 
-3 ( - .67)10 0.5193 ( .12)10'^ .5363 ( .83)10"^ 0.5200 ( .82)10"^ 
Table 11. Continued. 
Step 
no. 
^4 
'^4 
lE(c;) XgCO) BX2 *4(0) 
0 .9500 ( .77) 1.0000 ( .11)10"^^ ,00000 ( .24)10"! 0.1000 ( .16) 
0 .9417 (-.58)10'^ 0.9960 ( .79) -.00135 ( .57)10"^ 0.0902 ( .90)10"^ 
V 
1 .9464 
- 2 
( .50)10 0.9079 ( .75) -.00208 (-.44)10"^ 0.0874 (-.11)10"^ 
2 .9460 (-.76)10"^ 0.8082 ( .58) -.00150 ( .30)10"2 0.0874 
-4 
( .52)10 
3 .9568 ( .56)lo"^ 0.7260 ( .57) -.00208 (-.34) 10'^ 0.0874 
1 0
 4 
CN CO 1 
4 .9556 (-.51)10"^ 0.6248 ( .12) -.00132 ( ,27)10"^ 0.0874 ( .42)10"* 
5 .9646 
- 2 
( .55)10 0.6036 ( .36) -.00217 (-.28)10'^ 0.0873 
-4 
(-.68)10 
6 .9639 
-1 
(-.11)10 0.5560 ( .40)10' -.00169 ( .46)10'^ 0.0874 
-4 
( .12)10 
7 .9669 (-.24)10"^ 0.5381 ( .85)10' -.00185 (-.67) 10"^ 0.0870 
-4 
(-.13)10 
8 .9674 (-.24)10'^ 0.5216 (-.20)10" -.00171 ( .22)10'^ 0.0870 ( .56)10"^ 
9 .9678 
- 2 
(-.16)10 0.5244 ( .31)10" -.00176 
-3 
(-.13)10 0.0870 
-5 
(-.13)10 
10 .9684 (-.83) lo"^ 0.5093 (-.49) 10" -.00170 ( .26)10'^ 0.0870 ( .62)10'^ 
11 .9686 (-.86) lo'^ 0.5151 ( .53)10'^ -.00174 (-.23)10"^ 0.0870 ( .20)10"^ 
12 .9688 (-.68)10'^ 0.5133 ( .39)10"^ -.00174 (-.92)10'^ 0.0870 ( .13)10"^ 
Table 12, Convergence of solution two of the panel flutter problem. 
Step 
no. 
J <8, *0 (^3 t 4 
u(t^) g(l:+) u(t') NFEVAL 
0 0,900000 (.73) 0.5500 0.9500 1,0000 ( .42) 1.0000 ( .39) 1 
0.931122 (.34) 0.5492 0.9628 1,0089 ( .22) 1.0020 ( .38) 14 
1 0.927551 (.12) 0.5378 0.9467 1.0035 ( .25) 0.9917 (.34) 8 
2 0.925028 (.20) 0.5496 0.9553 0.9934 ( .20) 0.9766 ( .35) 6 
4 0.921239 (.12) 0.5514 0.9522 0.9765 ( .18) 0.9502 ( .33) 7 
8 0.916483 (.30) 0.5570 0.9560 0.9354 ( .19) 0.8869 ( .33) 11 
12 0.911480 (,26)10' 0.5519 0.9501 0.8935 ( .16) 0.8235 ( .25) 17 
16 0.910309 (.18)10 0.5513 0.9502 0.8766 ( .16) 0.7996 ( .24) 13 
20 0.909314 (.14)10' 0.5509 0.9508 0.8601 ( .15) 0.7770 ( .22) 13 
24 0.908445 (.12)10"^ 0.5505 0.9515 0.8436 ( .14) 0.7553 ( .20) 22 
28 0.907712 (.10)10" 0.5501 0.9522 0.8280 ( .14) 0.7356 ( .19) 12 
32 0.907088 (.17)10" 0.5504 0.9539 0,8117 ( .13) 0.7162 ( .18) 9 
36 0,906612 (.15)10" 0.5499 0,9544 0,7989 ( .12) 0.7016 ( .16) 14 
40 0.906197 (.11)10" 0.5493 0.9548 0.7868 ( .12) 0.6884 ( .15) 8 
44 0.905854 (.73)10"^ 0.5487 0.9551 0.7758 ( .12) 0,6770 ( .]4) 7 
48 0.905533 (,57)10'^ 0.5481 0.9556 0.7642 ( .11) 0.6655 ( .12) 7 
Table 13. Convergence of solution three of the panel flutter problem. 
Step 
no. 
J *0 S 
u(t2) gCC^) u(t^) NFEVAL 
0 0.900000 (.74) 0.5500 0.9500 1.0000 (  .42)  1.0000 (  .39)  1 
0.930260 (.18) 0.5456 0.9586 1.0090 (  .20)  1.0019 (  .36)  12 
1 0.926799 (.17) 0.5351 0.9418 1.0003 (  .28)  0.9852 ( .34) 8 
2 0.924118 (.14) 0.5487 0.9533 0.9911 ( .19) 0.9728 (  .34)  6 
4 0.921258 (.19) 0.5519 0.9537 0.9752 ( .19) 0.9481 ( .33) 8 
8 0.916012 (.31) 0.5573 0.9562 0.9306 ( .19) 0.8796 ( .33) 11 
12 0.909806 ( .33)  0.5584 0.9604 0.8426 ( .17) 0.7508 (  .29)  14 
16 0.907588 (.20)10'^ 0.5511 0.9533 0.8268 ( .13) 0.7303 ( .19) 10 
20 0.907041 (.15)10"^ 0.5505 0.9537 0.8134 ( .13) 0.7145 ( .17) 11 
24 0.906579 (.13)10"! 0.5499 0.9543 0.8008 ( .12) 0.7003 ( .16) 8 
28 0.906192 (.97)10"^ 0.5494 0.9547 0.7891 ( .12) 0,6878 ( .15) 8 
32 0.905846 (.65)10"^ 0.5487 0.9550 0.7779 ( .12) 0.6762 (  .13)  7 
36 0.905520 (.55)10"^ 0.5482 0.9557 0.7658 ( .11) 0.6645 ( .12) 7 
40 0.905235 (.47) 10" 2 0.5477 0.9562 0.7541 ( .11) 0.6537 ( .11) 7 
00
 
0.904985 
0.904769 
(.40)10"^ 
(.35)10"^ 
0.5473 
0.5468 
0.9568 
0.9574 
0.7428 
0.7320 
( .11) 
( .10) 
0.6438 
0.6350 
( .10) 
( .90)10"! 
7 
7 
no. 
0 
0 
1 
2 
4 
8 
1 2  
16  
20 
24 
28 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 
14. Convergence of solution four of the panel flutter problem. 
(8 ,  u(t;-) g(t+) u(t') 
4 
8(C%) KFEVAL 
0.900000 (.81) 0.5500 0.9500 1.0000 (  .88)  1.0000 ( .11)10+! 1 
0.927076 (.10) 0.5451 0.9424 1.0264 ( .59) 0.9919 ( .81) 6 
0.916873 (.56)10* •1 0.5486 0.9461 0.9591 ( .50) 0.8983 (  .72)  6 
0.910811 (.28)10" 
1 
0.5504 0.9481 0.8949 (  .42)  0.8059 ( .57) 6 
0.905847 (.21)lo" 
2 
0.5536 0.9548 0.7347 ( .13) 0.6147 ( - .64)10'  2 7 
0.905270 (.30)10" 
3 
0.5541 0.9615 0.6902 ( .16)10"^ 0,5639 (-.39)10" 
1 
8 
0.905141 (.21)10" 3 0.5535 0.9632 0.6859 ( .13)10"! 0.5547 (-.21)10" 1 7 
0.905031 (.97)10" 
3 
0.5521 0.9638 0.6833 ( .37)10"! 0.5374 (-.13) 10 
0.904897 (.43)lo" 
3 
0.5514 0.9649 0.6784 ( .23)10"! 0.5353 (-.81)10" 1 7 
0.904812 (.26)10" 
3 
0.5507 0.9655 0.6753 ( .17)10"! 0.5346 (-.53)10" 1 7 
0.904719 (.95)lo' 
3 
0.5492 0.9656 0.6724 ( .35)10"! 0.5222 (-.16) 8 
0.904612 (.31)10" 3 0.5485 0.9663 0.6684 ( .20)10"! 0.5270 (-.72)10" 1 7 
0.904558 (.71)10" 3 0.5475 0.9663 0.6667 ( .32)10"! 0.5213 (-.12) 
1 
6 
0.904470 (.25)10" 
3 
0.5469 0.9669 0.6629 ( .18)10"! 0.5239 (-.64)10" 7 
0.904416 (.14)10* 
3 
0.5463 0.9673 0.6605 ( .12)10' 0.5249 (-.36)10" 
1 
6 
0.904362 (.96)10" 4 0.5457 0.9676 0.6580 ( .83)10'^ 0.5248 (-.19)10" 1 9 
ro 
o 
Tabl 
Step 
no, 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2  
15. Convergence of solution fivci of the panel flutter problem. 
(6, 8> "(t^) g(t^ u(CÂ) g(t^) NFEVAL 
0.900000 
0.927076 
0.916873 
0.910652 
0.907347 
0.906213 
0.905990 
0.905911 
0.905438 
0.905343 
0.905273 
0.904923 
0.904892 
0.904886 
(.81) 
(.10) 
(.56)10 
(.27)10 
(.94)10 
(.47)10 
(.56)10 
(.45)10 
(.90)10 
(.58)10 
(.67)10 
(.17)10 
(.15)10 
(.14)10 
0.5500 0.9500 1.0000 ( .88) 1.0000 ( .11)10"*"! 1 
0.5451 0.9424 1.0264 ( .59) 0,9919 ( .81) 6 
0,5486 0.9461 0.9591 ( .30) 0.8983 ( .72) 6 
-1 
0.5512 0.9489 0.8948 ( .41) 0,8062 ( .59) 7 
-2 
0.5527 0.9511 0.8307 ( .32) 0,7138 ( .36) 8 
-2 
0.5533 0.9533 0.7559 ( .18) 0.6173 (-.42)10"! 8 
-2 
0.5546 0.9575 0.6764 (-.60)10' 
1 
0.5630 (-.26) 8 
-2 
0.5551 0.9596 0.6522 (-.18) 0.5576 (-.19) 10 
-3 
0.5551 0.9610 0.6935 (-.59)10' 2 0.6007 ( .17) 13 
0.5544 0.9610 0.7044 ( .64)10' 1 0.5666 (-.49)10"! 9 
-3 
0.5549 0.9633 0.6954 ( .22)10" 1 0.5568 ( .42)10"^ 10 
-2 
0.5522 0.9708 0.6287 (-.14) 0.5046 ( .67)10'^ 7 
-2 
0.5521 0.9713 0.6285 (-.14) 0.5006 ( .68)10"! 6 
-2 
0.5321 0.9714 0.6288 (-.14) 0.5001 ( .68)lo"! 5 
no. 
0 
0 
1 
2 
6 
12 
18 
24 
30 
36 
42 
48 
54 
60 
66 
NFE 
1 
4 
6 
6 
9 
9 
11 
7 
6 
13 
6 
6 
15 
14 
5 
16. Convergence of solution six of the panel flutter problem. 
J (g, g> tg uftg) g(t+) u(t^) 8(t^) 
0.900000 (.57) 0.5500 0,9500 1.0000 ( .45) 1.0000 ( .36) 
0.937342 (.21) 0.5324 0.9500 1.0046 ( .30) 1.0025 ( .38) 
0.930496 (.13) 
1 
0.5412 0.9527 0.9948 ( .24) 0.9900 ( .36) 
0.924639 (.65)10' 0.5466 0,9496 0,9829 ( .21) 0.9718 ( .33) 
0.911655 (.39)10" 
1 
0.5485 0,9423 0.8896 ( .22) 0.8262 ( .25) 
0.908184 (.32)10" 
1 
0.5473 0.9456 0.8292 ( .20) 0.7426 ( .19) 
0.905447 (.26)10' 1 0.5449 0,9507 0,7476 ( .18) 0.6504 ( .89)10 
0.904167 (.27)10" 
2 
0.5463 0.9574 0.6933 ( .10) 0.6072 ( .49)10 
0.903873 (.33)10" 
2 
0.5448 0.9586 0.6683 ( .95)10" 
1 
0.5913 ( .32)10 
0,903527 (.53)10" 
2 
0.5418 0.9607 0.6245 ( .84)10" 1 0.5655 ( .56)10 
0,903209 (.15)10" 
3 
0.5396 0.9673 0.5622 ( .81)10" 2 0,5294 ( .15)10 
0,903201 (.64)10" 
4 
0.5391 0.9674 0,5589 ( .13)10" 1 0,5267 ( .12)10 
0,903179 (.37)10" 4 0.5372 0.9690 0,5395 ( .13)10" 
1 
0.5130 ( .76)10 
0,903175 (.90)10" 
4 
0.5362 0.9705 0,5255 ( .52)10" 2 0.5033 ( .12)10 
0,903173 (.30)10" 4 0,5356 0.9707 0,5213 ( .11)10" 1 0.5000 ( .85)10" 
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variables to be unique. Trial solution two is obtained by fixing the 
value of x^(0) at 0.1 and using the linear time transformation (4,4) with 
the first projection operator developed in this chapter. Some pertinent 
results of the first 48 steps of solution two are presented in Table 12. 
These 48 steps required a total computer execution time of 172 seconds and 
required 503 function evaluations. 
Trial solution three was obtained in a similar manner to solution two 
except for allowing the value of x^(0) to vary. Table 13 contains the 
results of the first 48 steps of this solution. These 48 steps of solution 
three required a total computer execution time of 154 seconds and required 
460 function evaluations. 
Trial solution four was obtained by again allowing both XgCO) and 
x^(0) to vary and using the linear time transformation (4.5) instead of 
the linear time transformation (4.4) as in the two previous trial solutions. 
Table 14 contains the results of the first 48 steps of this solution. 
These 48 steps of solution 4 required a total computer execution time of 
120 seconds and required 367 function evaluations. 
Trial solution five was obtained in a similar manner to solution 
four except for the method of picking the direction of search. Solution 
four, as well as all previous solutions, have used the steepest descent 
direction of search, while solution five used the conjugate gradient tech­
nique described in this chapter for picking the direction of search. The 
algorithm was again restarted after every six steps. The results of the 
first twelve steps of this trial solution are presented in Table 15. As 
can be seen from Table 15, these twelve steps force the control at t^, 
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u(t^), very close to the control constraint. Even though the value of the 
control at t^, u(t^) , is greater than 0.5, the algorithm can no longer 
proceed since the constrained one-dimensional minimization is controlled by 
the value of the control and direction of search at t,. These twelve 4 
steps of solution five required a total execution time cf 33.49 seconds 
and required 104 function evaluations. 
One well-known method of increasing numerical accuracy is the prac­
tice of nondimensionalizing the state variables. This is possible if the 
4^^-order ordinary differential equation (5 56) is written as 
gCt (x)w—(jOy • + x^w'Cx) - (any^t(x)w(x) = 0 
where @ is an arbitrary scaling constant. Making the definitions ana­
logous to those in the earlier development, 
t = X, 
u(t) = t(x) , 
x^(t) = w(x) , 
x^Ct) = w' (x) , 
X_(t) = t^(x)w' ' (x) /p, 
and x^(t) = [t^(x)w''(x)/g]', 
the dynamical system becomes 
x^(t) = , x^(0) = x^(l) = 0, 
x^Ct) = gxgCt)/u^(t), 
XgCC) = X^(0) = X (1) = 0, 
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X (C) = -XQX2(t)/g+ (c^)^u(t)x^(t)/3, = 343.36, « = 1.8127. 
Specifying the value of g to equal 50 causes the state variables x^ 
and Xg to take on the sama order of magnitude. Consequently so do state 
variables X2 and x^. Solution six is obtained by using the projection 
operator derived for linear time transformation (4.4) with the newly de­
fined set of state variables and the steepest descent technique for pick­
ing the direction of search. The results of the first sixty-six steps of 
solution six are presented in Table 16. These sixty-six steps of solu­
tion six required a total computer execution time of 198 seconds and re­
quired 616 function evaluations. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The task of evaluating the results or drawing conclusions from any 
numerical study is not an easy one. The attempt to be completely objective 
is immediately hampered by necessarily incomplete data. Especially in the 
field of numerical optimization, where the success or failure of any 
numerical algorithm is so highly problem dependent, the degree of objec­
tivity can be only as valid as the numerical experience gained during the 
study. Inferences made about a particular problem as a result of limited 
numerical experience can often be confusing and misleading. The initial 
testing of any numerical technique is best done using simple example pro­
blems for practical considerations. 
The evaluation of the results of Chapter 3 is greatly facilitated by 
the availability of analytical solutions for the two example problems. 
There is no doubt that the agreement between the analytical and numerical 
solutions for both problems is quite good. Since no previous numerical 
results for the harmonically forced rod problem are available, it is dif­
ficult to measure the computational effort required by the algorithm to 
solve the problem. The performance of any algorithm is based not only on 
its ability to obtain correct answers but also on the computational effort 
required to obtain those answers. For that reason, any evaluation of the 
proposed algorithm based solely on this first example problem is somewhat 
incomplete. It is fair to say, however, that the computer time required for 
the three solutions to this first example problem does not appear to be 
unduely high. 
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The rocket launch problem with unspecified launch site has an optimal 
control time history identical to the rocket launch problem with specified 
launch site. Fortunately, this latter problem has been given much 
8 9 21 30 8 
attention. ' ' ' Lasdon, Mitter, and Waren use the penalty function 
approach to satisfy terminal state constraints and a conjugate gradient 
algorithm to determine the direction of search. Due to oscillations of the 
gradient, which were attributed to the large penalty constant needed to 
satisfy the terminal state constraints, a converged solution was not 
obtained. 
Pierson^^ has obtained a solution for the rocket launch problem using 
a discrete-variable technique which requires that the dynamical system be 
replaced by a set of appropriate difference equations. The control time 
history obtained by Pierson is comparable to that obtained in this investi­
gation. However, his solution required many times the computer time required 
by this investigation. Since the discrete-variable technique was programmed 
on a somewhat slower computer (IBM 7090) the relative time requirements 
lose significance. Since the comparable discrete-variable solution required 
on the order of six minutes, the 18.0 seconds required in this investigation 
using the projection operator technique does give a favorable recommenda­
tion to the use of the projection operator technique. 
g 
Pierson and Rajtora have obtained three solutions to the rocket 
launch problem using the penalty function approach to satisfy terminal 
state constraints and the Davidon technique to determine the direction of 
search. The three different solutions were obtained by restarting the 
Davidon algorithm after every three, four, and six steps. The best results 
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and the shortest computation time (21 seconds) were achieved by restarting 
the algorithm after every three steps. Since identical computers were used 
in both investigations, there is at least some capability for a comparison 
of results. Difficulties are present, however, since Pierson and Rajtora 
divided the time interval into 100 segments for numerical integration 
purposes while in this investigation the time interval was divided into 
only 50 segments. If the Davidon technique had been tested using only 
half as many intervals for the numerical integration, the computation time 
would probably be less. It is also possible, though, that the numerical 
sensitivity present as a result of the rather large penalty constants 
would increase the computation time rather than decrease it. The value of 
the penalty constant used by Pierson and Rajtora was the same value as that 
g 
used by Lasdon, Mitter, and Waren but still not large enough to satisfy 
the terminal boundary constraints to the same extent possible with the 
projection technique. Raising the penalty constant would increase the 
complexity of the problem for the Davidon technique and as a result would 
require larger computation times. Although the difference in computation 
times is not large enough to make any final judgment concerning the com­
parative capability of the penalty function approach using the Davidon 
technique versus the projection operator technique using steepest descent, 
the proposed projection algorithm is at least competitive with the former 
technique. 
21 The Rajtora and Pierson solution of the rocket launch problem is 
very similar to the solution of the variable launch site rocket launch 
problem solved in this investigation. The only differences are the number 
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of integration steps used and, of course, the changing of the initial 
conditions in the one case and not in the other. For the fixed launch 
site and 100 integration segments, the required computation time was 19.2 
seconds, while for the variable launch site and 50 integration segments 
the required computation time was 18.0 seconds. These figures indicate 
that the variable launch site problem is probably a slightly more difficult 
problem than the fixed launch site problem. The additional computational 
effort appears to be fairly modest considering that the variable launch 
site problem has three terminal state constraints as opposed to only two 
for the fixed launch site problem. 
Referring to Tables 2 and 3 it can be seen that the greatest computa­
tional effort required to correct the controls back to the constraint 
surface during the one-dimensional minimization occurred during the first 
few steps. Rather obviously, the further the nominal guess departs from 
the optimal solution the greater this effect is on the total computational 
effort required to solve the problem. This is perhaps a partial justifi­
cation for the use of a constrained one-dimensional minimization as 
implemented in Chapter 5 of this investigation. 
Although the two example problems presented in Chapter 3 were meant 
to be of a simple and straightforward nature, the very satisfactory results 
obtained by the proposed algorithm certainly give a favorable outlook to 
future implementation. Additional numerical experience using the proposed 
algorithm in connection with unspecified initial conditions is presented 
in Chapter 5. The results obtained there give further encouragement and 
optimism for the concept of the one-dimensional minimization along the con­
straint surface for problems involving unspecified initial conditions. 
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13 As stated earlier in Chapter 3, both Mehra and Bryson and Tripathi 
and Narendra" have solved the same V/STOL minimum time-to-climb optimi­
zation problem involving an unknown initial flight path angle and have 
obtained surprisingly different results. Mehra and Bryson concluded that 
the minimum time to climb was 53 seconds while Tripathi and Narendra 
obtained a trajectory requiring only 44.5 seconds to climb to 20,000 feet 
and attain a zero flight path angle. Neither Ref. 13 or 25 gives any 
indication what total amount of computational effort was expended to obtain 
these solutions, but the problem is still a very good candidate for future 
testing of the algorithm proposed in this report. The highly nonlinear 
characteristics of the aerodynamic forces affecting the dynamics of the 
system have long been a source of discomfort to people involved in flight 
path optimization studies. Proof of the capability of the proposed algorithm 
to solve this type of problem would certainly enhance the credibility of the 
algorithm. 
31 
The obvious discrepancy between the results obtained by Mason for 
the Command Service Module abort problem and the results obtained in this 
study makes the task of evaluating the results of Chapter 4 doubly difficult. 
Even if both investigations had obtained almost identical results and Mason 
had given figures concerning the computation effort required for his solu­
tion (which he didn't), the task of comparing a direct method to an in­
direct method is still difficult. Mason's indirect solution technique 
requires comparatively good initial guesses of the unknown state and multi­
plier values at the start of each branch. The projection operator technique 
has demonstrated that even a crude guess suffices to obtain the optimal 
control in a fairly modest time (46 seconds). 
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Mason'program implementing his indirect approach requires that 
the operator stop the program and change various parameters during the 
execution of the program should the perturbed trajectories used in up­
dating the missing initial state and multiplier values vary too signifi­
cantly or insignificantly from the unperturbed solution. He admits that 
although the technique is useful as a research tool it would be highly 
inefficient for production computations. In constrast, the projection 
operator algorithm has been demonstrated here to be highly automated and 
efficient. 
Assuming the results presented here for the Command Service Module 
abort problem are correct, there is one observation which can be made from 
Table 5 which should be emphasized. Correcting the nominal control back 
to the constraint surface decreases the branch 3 bum time from 250 seconds 
to 208.32 seconds. At the end of the third iteration the branch 3 burn time 
is 207.93 seconds. Thus, the majority of the optimization process occurs 
during the initial correction to the constraint surface. The parameter 
a used in the linear time transformation for branch 3 appears to have very 
rapid notion when it, is not near its optimal value and then slows down 
when the optimal value has been almost reached. 
Most indirect optimization techniques are well known for their in­
stability. That is, given some set of guessed missing initial conditions, 
the errors at the final time for the specified values of the state and 
multiplier variables increase rather than decrease as the process continues. 
However, it is also commonly accepted that a solution arrived at using an 
indirect technique is normally more exact than a solution obtained by a 
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direct technique. It is doubtful, however, that the rather large dis­
crepancy encountered in Chapter 4 can be attributed to this fact. Since 
the documentation of both the problem statement and results in Refs. 31 
and 32 is incomplete, there is a good possibility that both investigators 
have obtained correct solutions to different problems. Obviously, no 
recommendation for further study would be complete without some suggestion 
to either validate or disprove the results of this report. If the results 
presented here are correct they should be able to be used to provide ex­
tremely good estimates of the unknown initial values of the missing state 
and multiplier values at the initial time of the three branches for use with 
an indirect optimization technique. 
31 In addition to the two branched trajectory problems for which Mason 
gives results, he develops the background for two additional branched 
trajectory problems. One of these branched trajectories involves lunar 
lander/orbiter maneuvers for which one of the branches has a coasting arc. 
This problem would certainly be an interesting challenge for the projection 
operator technique. Although Mason mentions that an attempt was made to 
solve the lunar lander/orbit problem, no results are presented. The second 
problem involves air traffic control near airports and is interesting solely 
due to its importance in today's society. 
The rectangular wing problem presented in Chapter 5 is an excellent 
example problem to demonstrate the feasibility of the projection operator 
algorithm applied to inequality-constrained problems. It is simple enough 
to allow an almost exact numerical solution, and yet difficult enough to 
challenge the algorithm and show the potential of conjugate direction methods 
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for picking the direction of search. Since the exact solution for this pro­
blem is knowrv the obvious criterion on which to judge a particular numerical 
solution is the value of the cost functional obtained. Since even for the 
poorest solution, the cost functional J differs less than (.6)10 ^ percent 
from that for the exact solution, it is important to determine other per­
formance criteria which would be used for any problem involving inequality 
constraints. 
The second obvious performance criterion is the computational time 
required to obtain a solution. The computer execution times for solutions 
one through five are, respectively 23.45 sec, 21.62 sec, 22.75, 30 sec, and 
30 sec. Since solutions one and two have the highest values of the cost 
functional at the last step, it is difficult to interpret these figures. 
However, the conjugate gradient solution, solution three, exhibits slightly 
superior performance capabilities. 
Since the necessary condition for optimality is that the projected 
gradient vanish, the parameter ^g, g) listed in Tables 6 through 10 provides 
a good measure of convergence of the solution. Comparison of solutions one, 
two, four and five shows approximately the same behavior with respect to 
this parameter. The final value of (g, g) for solution three, the conjugate 
gradient solution, is more than an order of magnitude less than the other 
solutions. 
Two additional performance criteria are: 1) the value of the time 
point t^ in comparison with its value given by the analytical solution, 
and 2) the value of |u(t^)-u(t^)]. Solutions four and five have a slight 
advantage over solutions one and two with respect to these criteria, but 
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this advantage is not overly significant. Once again the conjugate gradient 
solution has a substantial advantage over the other four solutions in this 
regard. 
Although it has been fairly well established that solution three is the 
best of the five solutions, there are a number of additional observations 
involving the gradient projection algorithm. It should be noted that the 
optimal solution is obtained from a fairly poor initial guess of the optimal 
control. The control converges whether the initial contact time t^ is to 
the right or left of the optimal contact time. One very interesting observa­
tion is that the contact time always converges to the optimal contact time 
from the unconstrained side, that is, from the left. If the guessed contact 
time of the nominal control is to the right of the true optimal contact 
time it jumps on the first step to the left of the true optimal contact time 
and again converges from the left. 
25 The fact that Tripathi and Narendra's method for updating the contact 
time t^ works (see solutions four and five) is not surprising in itself, 
but the fact that it does as well as or perhaps even better than the 'pure' 
method used to obtain solution one and two is an item of interest. It 
appears to have a definite advantage in its ability to move the time point 
t^ to the right, which allows the value of the discontinuity at t^, i.e. the 
value of 1 u(t'|^)-u(t^) ] , to decrease. The behavior of the time point t^ 
using the linear time transformation to handle the unspecified time point is 
certainly different than that described earlier for the branched trajectory 
problem. When the initial nominal control for the branched trajectory pro­
blem was corrected back to the constraint, the value of the unspecified 
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final time moved very quickly toward its optimal value. For the rectangu­
lar wing problem, the value of t^ moved very little when the initial nominal 
control was corrected back to the constraint. The inability of solutions 
one and two to move the time point t^ to the right is perhaps due to in­
herent properties of the linear time transformation. Whatever the cause, 
the use of the conjugate gradient algorithm alleviates much of the difficulty. 
One last observation concerns the choice of nominal controls used for 
structural optimization problems. Numerical experience gained through this 
investigation indicates that it is much easier to reduce the skin thickness 
to satisfy the terminal state constraints than it is to increase the skin 
thickness to satisfy the terminal state constraints. Therefore, the 
nominal guess which is picked should have approximately at least as much 
mass contained in the skin as the uniform reference structure. This was 
also the reason for increasing the complexity of the one-dimensional 
minimization with regard to the panel flutter problem. 
No analytical solution exists for the panel flutter problem with a 
panel of solid construction or even for the simp lier problem involving a 
panel of sandwich construction. This greatly complicates the task of eval­
uating the results of this investigation. Some of the earliest numerical 
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attempts in this field involved the use of finite element models. Turner 
attempted to solve the problem using a model employing only three uniform 
panel segments. The thickness distribution obtained from this work does 
not compare well with thickness distributions which are now considered to be 
37 
optimal. Weisshaar using four tapered elements has been able to at least 
approximate a skin thickness distribution which is considered to be optimal. 
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The computational effort involved in obtaining this approximate answer is 
not known. Even if this information were known, the problem of comparing 
the computational effort of an approximate solution to that of an 'exact' 
solution using two completely different techniques would be very difficult. 
38 Pierson has had some success at solving both the sandwich construction 
panel flutter problem and the solid construction panel flutter problem. His 
results compare very favorably with other results in this field. The fore­
most disadvantage of the discrete-variable technique employed by Pierson is 
the large amount of computational effort required to obtain a solution. In 
addition, the discrete-variable technique has not yet been used to solve 
the problem with a minimum skin thickness constraint. This complicates a 
comparison of the results obtained by Pierson and the results obtained by 
this investigation. The optimal unconstrained panel thickness is zero at 
both ends and possibly in the middle so that the inequality constraint is 
certainly desirable from a physically realistic standpoint. 
37 Weisshaar has also been able to solve the sandwich panel construction 
panel flutter problem with an inequality constraint on the skin thickness 
using an indirect optimization technique. The value for the cost functional 
he obtained using the optimal skin thickness was 0.9020. This figure com­
pares favorably with the results of this investigation. In addition, the 
general shape of the skin thickness distribution obtained here compares 
very favorably with the sha-e of the skin thickness distribution obtained 
by Weisshaar. Weisshaar was able to start the iteration procedure for his 
indirect technique by setting equal to zero, solving that subproblem and 
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then using that result as an initial guess to solve the next subproblera 
with a larger value of until the desired value of was obtained. 
Unfortunately, he gives no estimate of the total computational effort in­
volved in this procedure. 
Although the six trial solutions obtained by this investigation cannot 
be compared to an analytical solution, a significant amount a information 
concerning the performance of the proposed algorithm is given by a com­
parison of the six trial solutions with each other. Even though the exact 
value of the optimal cost functional is not known, much insight can be 
obtained by the relative values of the cost functional obtained by the var­
ious solutions. The other performance criterion discussed previously, such 
as computational effort required for a solution, satisfaction of the opti-
mality condition, and the magnitudes of the discontinuities in the control 
variable at the time points t^ through t^ are also relevant. 
Each of the six solutions appears to be converging to the same optimal 
skin thickness distribution. Considering the motion of the time points t^ 
through t^ and the discontinuities of the control at these time points, 
solutions one and six are definitely superior to solutions two through five. 
It is interesting to observe how close the values of the cost functional for 
solutions two through five approximate those values of solutions one and six 
while seeming to be still very far from the optimal solution. Solutions two 
through four certainly have difficulty in varying the time points t^ through 
t4 in an optimum manner. It definitely appears that time transformations 
(4.4) and (4.5) are not especially well suited for solving structural opti­
mization problems. This does not necessarily discredit the linear time 
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transformation technique's usefulness in conjunction with flight path 
optimization problems. 
The results obtained by solutions one and six are very similar. Even 
though solution six provides a somewhat lower value of the cost functional 
J, it also requires almost three times the computer time. The big ad­
vantage of these two solutions over the other trial solutions is their 
ability to uniformly reduce the value of the discontinuities in the control 
function by motion of time points t^ through t^. Solution five, the con­
jugate gradient solution, drives the discontinuity att^ to zero at a rapid 
rate but appears to ignore the discontinuities at t^, t^, and t^. 
The reason for solution six performing so much better than solution 
three is not completely understood. Certainly some of the additional per­
formance can be attributed to greater numerical accuracy. The motion of 
the parameters X2(0) and x^(0) appears to be greater for this solution than 
for the other solutions using a linear time transformation to handle un­
specified time points. Comparison of solutions two and three indicates the 
advisability of allowing the additional degree of freedom afforded by let-
both x^(0) and x^(0) vary rather than just x^CO). Perhaps the nondimension-
alization process used in obtaining solution six affords even greater flex­
ibility to the problem parameters. 
The rather successful attempt to determine the optimal skin thickness 
distribution by solution one indicates that the solid construction panel 
flutter problem is possibly not as difficult a problem to solve as original­
ly thought. The twelve steps of solution one required a modest 57 sec. 
The optimal skin thickness obtained by solution one and plotted in Fig. 13 
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is symmetrical for all practical purposes. The Tripathi and Narendra 
9 C 
technique" definitely has an advantage over the solutions obtained by 
using the linear time transformations. This is perhaps due to the gradient 
elements associated with the motion of the unspecified time points being a 
direct function of the magnitude of the discontinuity of the control at 
that time point rather than an integral over a time period. 
As stated in Chapter 5, the proposed algorithm could not decrease the 
value of the cost functional below that value obtained by step twelve 
even though none of the values of the discontinuities had been driven to 
zero. Since this phenomenon did not happen to any of the other solutions, 
2 S it must be attributed to the Tripathi and Narendra technique of combining 
the two methods of handling unspecified time points. There are two probable 
causes for this phenomenon happening. The direction of search used for 
solution one was the steepest descent or negative projected gradient dir­
ection. If the time intervals were actually shortened or lengthened as 
the second technique for handling unspecified time points indicates, there 
is no doubt that to proceed in the negative projected gradient direction 
would decrease the value of the cost functional. However, by changing the 
values of the time points t^ through t^ by an expansion or compression of the 
time scale there is no longer the assurance that the direction of search is 
in a direction which causes a decrease in the value of the cost functional. 
It was noted earlier that the number of function evaluations needed to correct 
a control buck to the constr.-'ints was greater using Tripathi and Narendra's 
technique than by using the linear time transformation technique. It is 
quite possible that the former technique does not generate a smooth enough 
curve over which the one-dimensional minimization algorithm must operate. 
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The results of Chapter 5 are really quite encouraging- The panel flut­
ter problem solved in Chapter 5 is not of the straightforward caliber as 
the problems solved in Chapter 3 or 4. There remains, however, many avenues 
for investigation. It was stated early in Chapter 5 that the control vari­
able inequality constraint is the trivial example of a state variable in­
equality constraint. The obvious suggestion for further study is then the 
application of the projection operator technique developed in Chapter 5 to 
a problem involving a state variable inequality constraint. 
One conjugate direction algorithm was used in conjunction with the pro­
jection operator developed in Chapter 5. It '</ould be interesting to deter­
mine the effect of some other conjugate direction algorithms on the conver­
gence history. The second technique for changing the values of the unspec­
ified time points t^ through t^ which should be used in conjunction with the 
second projection operator developed in Chapter 5 was not programmed due 
to difficulty of the programming logic. It is possible that the diffi­
culty encountered in programming the technique would be offset by better 
performance characteristics ot the resulting algorithm. 
It would be possible to do some further study of the algorithm proposed 
in Chapter 5 with only a slight change of the panel flutter problem presented 
here. The panel flutter problem presented here assumed the panel to be 
simply supported. The panel flutter problem could be solved using the bound­
ary conditions consistent with the panel being clamped at both ends. The 
panel flutter problem presented here also assumed zero in-plane stress. 
38 Pierson has noted an decrease in computational effort required to obtain 
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a solution for increased compression in the panel. It would be interesting 
to determine the affect of increased compression in the panel on the per­
formance of the proposed projection operator technique. 
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APPENDIX : 
FORTRAN IV LISTING OF QUADRATIC INTERPOLATING 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH 
SUBROUTINE L INMIF(STPEST)  
IMPLICIT REAL+8(A-H,0-Z)  
COMMON FtOPTSTP.PC ,PSI  ,GS( l ,OFA,T,TI  ,X{  10)  ,0 (10)  ,ST0X1(  101 )  ,ST0X2(1 
101)  ,ST0U(101)  ,G(  101)  ,S  (  10) .  )  ,GG( 1  >,  Y(  101)  ,ST0X3(  101 ) ,  I  TAB ,NFEVAL ,  
2NREINTvNV,K0UN , I  STEP,  I  N, I l iNO,  IX 
COMMON/AUX/SSQ,PSTEP,PSQ 
CCMMON/PROK/PXdOl)  ,PY{10) .  )  ,  PZ (  101 ) ,  PTOU (  101 ) ,  Z (  101 )  
IWORK=0 
ALPHA=0.D0 
FA=F 
BETA=ALPHA+STPEST 
CALL FUNCT(BETA) 
CALL PROBAC 
C SUBROUTINE PROBAC CORRECTS THE CONTROL BACK TO THE CONSTRAINT 
IF(F.GT.FA)  GO TO 600 
601 DELTA=BETA 
FD=F 
STPEST=4.D0*STPEST 
BETA=ALPHA+STPEST 
CALL FUNCT(BETA) 
CALL PROBAC 
IF(F.GT.FD)GO TO 620 
ALPHA=DELTA 
FA=FD 
GO TO 601 
600 FB=F 
DELTA=0.7DO*ALPHA+0.3DO*BETA 
CALL FUNCT(DELTA) 
CALL PROBAC 
IF(FA.GT.F)  GO TO 621 
BETA=DELTA 
GC TO 600 
620 FB=F 
GG TO 602 
621 FD=F 
602 D23=DELTA-BETA 
WRITE(6,100)  ALPHA,OELTA,BIETA,FA,FO,FB 
100 F0RMAT(/////6D20.7) 
C31=BETA-ALPHA 
012=ALPHA-DELTA 
DS23=DELTA**2-BETA**2 
DS31=0ETA**2-ALPHA**2 
0512 :^' PHA*+2-CELTA+*2 
OPTS'P j.5D0*(DS23*FA+DS31*FO+DS12*FB)/(D23*FA+O31*FD+D12*FB) 
CALL FUNCT(OPTSTP) 
CALL PROBAC 
IF{FO.LT.F)GO TO 603 
COEFA=(FA-FO)/ (DS12-2.D0*C)PTSTP*D12) 
C0EFB=-2.00*C0EFA*0PTSTP 
C0EFC=FA-C0EFA*ALPHA**2-CaEFB*ALPHA 
FEST=COEFC--0.2 5DO*COEFB»*?./COEFA 
IF(FA.GT.FB)GO TO 604 
PERF=.05D0*(FB-FEST) 
GO TO 605 
604 PERF=.05Û0*(FA-FEST) 
605 IF(DABSIF-FEST ).LT,PERF)RE:TURN 
IF(IWORK.GT.4.AND.OABS(F-FOI.LT.1.0-4) GO TO 606 
IFIOPTSTP.LT.DELTA)G0 TO 607 
ALPHA=DELTA 
FA=FO 
CELTA=OPTSTP 
FD=F 
GO TO 608 
607 GETA=DELTA 
FB=FD 
DELTA=OPTSTP 
FO=F 
608 IWORK=IWORK+1 
NREINT=NREINT+1 
GC TO 602 
606 WRITE(6,650) 
650 FORMAT*///'LAST RESORT EXIT TAKEN IN LINMIF'///) 
RETURN 
603 IF(IWORK.GT.4.AND.DABS(F-F0).LT.1.D-4)G0 TO 609 
IF(F.GT.FA„AND.OPTSTP.LT.DELTA)GO TO 610 
IF iOPTSTP.LT.DELTA)GO TO 611 
8ETA=0PTSTP 
FB =  F 
GO TO 608 
611 ALPHA=OPTSTP 
FA=F 
GO TO 608 
610 BETA=OPTSTP 
FB=F 
DELTA=0.100»BETA+0.9D0»ALPHA 
CALL FUNCT(DELTA) 
CALL PROBAC 
FD=F 
IF(FD.LT.FA)GO TO 608 
BETA=DELTA 
FB= FD 
0ELTA=0.1D0»BETA+0o900*ALPHA 
CALL FUNCT(DELTA) 
CALL PRCBAC 
FD=F 
IF(FD.LT.FA)GO TO 608 
WRITE (6 ,650)  
OPTSTP= ALPHA 
RETURN 
609 F=FD 
OPTSTP=DELTA 
WRITE(6,650)  
RETURN 
END 
UL 
o 
